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A bstract
This thesis presents an overview of microelectromechanical (MEMS) capacitive type mi­
crophone design for use in hearing instruments. A cohesive methodology is achieved via 
a mechanical equation of motion. Resulting in displacement, change in capacitance, sen­
sitivity and pull-in voltage. All derived from one equation. From this investigation it is 
apparent that sensitivity is the most im portant factor in MEMS microphone design. The 
topics covered in the overview are: MEMS microphone design considerations, comparison 
of microphone types, signal detection methods, sources of dampening, modeling methods, 
sensitivity estimation, pull-in voltage estimation, bias voltage, ultimate tensile strength, 
design space optimization and MEMS microphone design flow.
A current state of the art design is used as an example throughout the overview. The 
current state of the art design utilizes a square diaphragm with width 2600, thickness 
3 and air gap 4 pm, with 361 vent holes of effective radius 33.9 pm  in a 13 pm thick 
backplate. The results from this overview highlight the importance of the various design 
parameters and there effect on the change in capacitance and the corresponding sensitivity 
of the microphone. An improvement in sensitivity from 8 to 12 m V /Pa was achieved 
while maintaining the diaphragm width and thickness values. By adjusting thickness of the 
diaphragm while maintaining the width, sensitivities of around 42 m V /Pa can be achieved.
With the initial modeling conclusions in place, two new MEMS capacitive microphone 
designs are introduced, modeled and analyzed. The first of these designs involves a di-
iv
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A B S T R A C T
aphragm freely supported by cantilever springs. This type of design is sometimes referred 
to as a suspended design. It has the inherent advantage of being more flexible; thus it has a 
higher mechanical sensitivity. Expected sensitivities are around 81 m V /Pa. Finally a ring 
type microphone design is introduced and compared to the current state of the art. This 
ring microphone design utilizes capacitive edge detection methods to  detect acoustic signals. 
It has the advantage of no pull-in voltage and an extremely high sensitivity in the range of 
340 m V /Pa at only 3 V bias. The analysis methods used solids modeling in MATLAB and 
finite element analysis concepts in IntelliSense, where applicable, to analyze the proposed 
three-dimensional micro structure geometries.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 T h esis In trod u ction
Micro Electro Mechanical Systems (MEMS) were first conceived by legendary physicist 
Richard Feynman, who theorized in 1959 tha t size was not a barrier to advanced technology. 
MEMS technology utilizes VLSI design principles to create micro scale machines which 
are primarily used as sensors in various systems from accelerometers in automobile air 
bags to small microphones in hearing aids. Some of the advantages of MEMS devices are, 
durability, size and the potential for cost savings due to mass production. Currently size is 
the primary advantage of MEMS. In the ear hearing aids have a size restriction of about 
4 square millimeters. MEMS microphones can fulfill this size constraint and still provide a 
high sensitivity.
1.2 T h esis  O b jective
This thesis will investigate the current state of the art in MEMS microphone design. W ith 
the objective of creating an improvement in sensitivity over the current state of the art 
designs. New microphones will be investigated to further this goal. A higher sensitivity
1
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will reduce the needed bias voltage magnitude and required diaphragm surface area. Both 
of which increase MEMS microphone applicability to on chip integration for hearing aid 
applications.
1.3 In tro d u ctio n  to  M E M S  M icrop h one D esig n  Issues
The majority of MEMS microphone designs focus on a parallel plate type of structure. One 
or both plates are deflected by the air pressure difference of the incoming sound wave. In 
some designs the top plate deflects and the bottom  plate is kept ridged. The plate that 
moves is sometimes referred to as the membrane or diaphragm, the gap separating the two 
plates is referred to as the air gap. The backplate typically contains vent holes tha t serve 
to reduce air pressure built up by plate displacement.
Commonly used materials for the diaphragm are, polysilicon, silicon nitride or even 
a man made material such as parylene. If the material used is brittle then its fracture 
strength must be taken into consideration. Exceeding the ultimate tensile strength will 
result in fracture and failure of the diaphragm. The choice of material depends mainly on 
flexibility and the signal detection method desired.
Signal detection methods typically are achieved by, piezoelectric, piezoresistive, elec­
trolytic and capacitive means. Piezoelectric and piezoresistive designs utilize materials 
whose properties change due to applied stress. Piezoelectric materials create a voltage 
when a stress is applied. Piezoresistive materials have a change in resistance when stress is 
applied. Both of these detection methods detect the bending stress found at the edge of the 
diaphragm. Electrolytic microphones utilize a material tha t contains charges. Capacitive 
microphones require a bias voltage to  operate. The bias voltage creates an electric field 
in the gap between the plates. Deflecting the diaphragm causes an increase in the electric 
field between the plates for both electrolytic and capacitive microphone types. This electric 
field causes a detectable change in voltage. The diaphragm and backplate need to be con­
ductive for the capacitive detection method. This conductivity is obtained by metalization 
or heavy doping. Metalization can be done with aluminum and phosphorus is a typical 
dopant. Electrolytic and capacitive microphones provide the best sensitivity.
2
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Microphone designs are compared by sensitivity and base capacitance. Base capacitance 
of the microphone is the capacitance with no plate deflection. Sensitivity is the change in 
output voltage per air pressure difference applied and is measure in rnV/Pa. The base 
capacitance needs to be stated so tha t capacitive voltage divider losses can be evaluated. 
Capacitive voltage divider losses occur when a capacitive microphone is connected to an 
amplifier circuit. The amplifier circuit has an intrinsic capacitance which adds together in 
series with the microphones capacitance. This creates a capacitive voltage divider circuit, 
tha t attenuates the magnitude of output signal. Stating the base capacitance allows any 
researcher to compare another design with the measured sensitivity of their design. Another 
method of comparing microphone designs is to state the change in capacitance along with 
the base capacitance. The change in capacitance is directly proportional to sensitivity and 
is equivalent.
The use of a bias voltage in capacitive microphones results in a phenomenon call pull- 
in. Pull-in occurs when the electrostic force, between the parallel plates of a microphone, 
overcome the spring forces supporting the diaphragm. When this happens the diaphragm 
collapses to the backplate. It is for this reason tha t the bias voltage cannot be increased 
on capacitive microphones without limit. The voltage at which pull-in occurs in called the 
pull-in voltage, Vp. An additional benefit of using a bias voltage on capacitive microphones 
is tha t the change in capacitance can be increased for a given displacement. This is because 
of the non-linear nature of pull-in. Bias voltage must also be kept below the pull-in value 
to avoid non-linear distortion of the output signal. The force created by a typical 1 Pa air 
pressure difference is much smaller than the electrostatic force. In effect this means that 
capacitive microphones are dominated by electrostatic forces.
Another dominant feature in MEMS microphone design is residual tension. Residual 
tension arises in the diaphragm during manufacturing. The effect of residual tension is to 
increase the stiffness of the diaphragm. This effects pull-in voltage and sensitivity. Pull-in 
voltage is increased because the spring forces on the diaphragm are larger. The electrostatic 
force needed to overcome this larger spring force then needs to be larger. Which then 
requires a higher voltage. Sensitivity is decreased because there is less displacement for a
3
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given air pressure difference. It is im portant to reduce the residual tension so that sensitivity 
can be maximized. There are two approaches to reducing residual tension. The first is to  use 
high tem perature annealing to relax the diaphragm. The second method involves changing 
the diaphragm geometry by adding ribbing. This allows for expansion of the diaphragm.
1.4 T h esis  O rganization
Chapter 1 provides an introduction to the area of research carried out in the thesis. The 
second section provides an introduction to MEMS microphone design. This section is in­
tended to provide a general overview of design issues in MEMS microphone design. The 
third section in the introduction presents an overview of the thesis organization.
Chapter 2 begins with an overview of MEMS microphone design considerations, in­
cluding a comparison of microphone types, design constraints, signal detection methods, 
sources of dampening, modeling methods, sensitivity estimation, pull-in voltage estimation, 
bias voltage and ultim ate tensile strength. The chosen state of the art design is used as a 
design example throughout. The chapter is concluded with a discussion of the results from 
the investigation.
Chapter 3 introduces the fundamental concepts involved in design space optimization. 
From this a clamped MEMS microphone design flow will be proposed. Following this an 
optimized clamped microphone will be presented and supported by MATLAB and FEA 
results. Finally there is a section discussing the results of the chapter, emphasizing the 
utility of this design space approach.
Chapter 4 will apply the theoretical foundation from Chapter 2 to  a suspended plate 
microphone design. This design utilizes a square plate tha t is supported by a number of 
cantilever type springs at the edges. As with the state of the art investigation a mechanical 
model is developed and its MATLAB simulation results are shown. Next the stress and 
strain in the supporting springs will be evaluated to ensure tha t structural failure will 
not occur. From the mechanical model a design space optimization program is developed 
and used to optimize the design. FEA results from the optimized suspended microphone 
are presented in the following section. Finally a section discussing the suspended plate
4
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microphone results is presented.
Chapter 5 will investigate an innovative ring type MEMS microphone. This design 
utilizes a series of rings tha t are suspended by springs above a back plate. Capacitive edge 
detection is used to sense air pressure differences. The analysis proceeds as in Chapter 2 with 
the development of a mechanical model. This design evolved from suggested improvements 
from the two previous designs deficiencies. Those design deficiencies center around the 
flexibility of the diaphragm and the limitations of pull-in voltage. The chapter begins 
with a introduction discussing the details of the design and its various advantages over 
the current state of the art and suspended microphone designs. Next a section covers 
developing a mechanical model of the ring microphone and showing its MATLAB simulation 
results. Finally a discussion section concludes the chapter where the results for the ring 
type microphone are covered.
Chapter 6 is the concluding chapter. This chapter presents an overall summary of the 
results from Chapters 2 to 5. The various designs are compared.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Chapter 2
Clamped M E M S  M icrophone Design
2.1 M E M S M icrop h on e D esig n  C onsideration s
Various design issues must be addressed when designing a MEMS microphone. The first 
design constraint is the ear itself. The human ear can hear from 100 to 20 kHz and from 
around 0 to 100 dB as can be seen in Figure 2.1. Most hearing aids are designed for a 
maximum frequency of around 10 kHz. The dynamic range is from 4 x 10~4 to 1 Pa of 
pressure difference [1]. For hearing aids the size of the microphone must be less than 4 mm 
so that it can physically fit in the ear canal. The second area of constraints arises from 
the battery tha t will provide the hearing aid with voltage and current. Most hearing aid 
batteries are in the range of only 3 V. As is seen in Section 2.6 and 2.7 voltage plays an 
important role in microphone operation. Finally material selection is constrained in MEMS 
design. Most MEMS microphones are made of polysilicon or silicon nitride; as such, a 
design must not exceed the maximum stress tha t the structure can handle, as will be shown 
in Section 2.9.
6
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Figure 2.1: The Hearing Range of the Human Ear
2.2 C om parison  o f  M icrop h one T yp es
MEMS microphones follow traditional microphone design in tha t they utilize a diaphragm 
that is deflected by a sound wave. This diaphragm is supported by a backplate tha t con­
tains numerous vent holes, which reduce air resistance due to diaphragm motion. This 
air resistance dampens out the diaphragms motion, which results in a smoother frequency 
response. The diaphragm is separated from the backplate by a thin layer of insulation. The 
backplane and diaphragm are usually made of polysilicon th a t has been heavily doped with 
phosphorus making them conductive. The diaphragm and the backplate together constitute 
a capacitance. The impinging sound waves change this capacitance and thus cause a change 
in voltage and charge tha t can be detected. A typical design can be seen in Figure 2.2.
This thesis will use the work of Hsu, Mastrangelo and Wise, [2] as an example of a typical 
state of the art design. The following sections will use this paper as an example to illustrate 
the various topics discussed there in. It presents the analysis, design, fabrication and testing 
of a square condenser microphone and is considered typical of the state of the art in MEMS 
microphone design.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Figure 2.2: A Typical Clamped MEMS Microphone Design Cut-away View
Two additional microphones that will also be investigated are shown in Figure 4.1 and 
Figure 5.1. The first of these designs is known as a suspended or spring supported mi­
crophone. Although it is not very common, it was desired to determine its behavior and 
whether it is suitable for microphone applications. The second design is a ring microphone 
and has been developed based upon improvements suggested by the analysis of the current 
state of the art. This design will be referred to  as a ring type capacitive microphone.
2.3 S ignal D etec tio n  M eth o d s
Diaphragm motion detection in MEMS falls into five primary categories: piezoelectric, 
piezoresistive, electret, FET and capacitive microphones [3], [5]. Piezoelectric microphones 
utilize a material that creates a voltage due to bending stresses. This material is mounted 
on the surface of the microphone where the greatest bending stresses occur, which is around 
the edges of the diaphragm. Piezoelectric microphones have low sensitivities of around 25 
/iV to 1 m V /Pa with a frequency response of 10 to 10 kHz. One problem with piezoelectric 
microphones is a relatively high noise level.
Piezoresistive microphones utilize a material whose resistance changes due to bending 
stresses. Typically four piezoresistors are arranged in a W heatstone bridge configuration, 
with two resistors placed in the middle and the other two placed at the edge of the di­
aphragm. When the diaphragm deflects, the strains at the middle and edge of the di­
aphragm are of opposite signs causing a inverse change in the piezoresistors. Piezoresistive
8
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microphones typically have a low sensitivity of around 25/i to 10 m V /Pa with a frequency 
range of 100 to 5 kHz [6], [7]. Noise in piezoresistive microphones comes mainly from 
thermal noise at high frequencies and 1 /f noise at lower frequencies. One advantage of 
the piezoresistive microphone is the relatively low output impedance [3], This changing 
resistance can be turned into a varying current or voltage as desired.
Capacitive microphones are the most popular of all the microphones and as such will 
be the focus of this thesis. The reason for this popularity is ease of manufacture and high 
sensitivity. In typical designs two parallel plates are charged and an impinging sound wave 
causes one or both plates to deflect. This deflection causes a change in capacitance which in 
turn  can result in a change in voltage or current. Once again capacitive microphones have 
high sensitivities of around 0.1 mV to 25 m V /Pa with a frequency response of 10 to 15 kHz 
[3]. Capacitive microphone noise is primarily dominated by amplifier 1 /f noise [5]. One 
disadvantage of capacitive microphones is the decreased sensitivity for high frequencies due 
to  the air-streaming resistance of the narrow air gap [3]. Unlike the other designs, capacitive 
microphones need a bias voltage to operate. This bias voltage is in the range of 3 to 15 V. 
Hearing aid batteries typically operate around 3 V; voltages higher this require a voltage 
multiplier stage in order to boost the voltage. Bias voltage is selected to  ensure maximum 
sensitivity yet prevent a phenomena called pull-in, which will be discussed in Section 2.7. 
Also bias voltage should be kept within the linear range of deflection of the microphone.
Electret microphones have a similar arrangement as capacitor microphones in tha t two 
parallel plates are separated by an air gap; electret microphones, however, do not require 
an external bias voltage. It is supplied by a layer of material containing built in charges, 
which provides an electric field and in turn  creates a voltage. Electret microphones have a 
relatively high sensitivities of around 1 to 10 m V /Pa with a frequency response around 10 
to 10 kHz. Primary sources of noise once again come from the amplifier.
The FET microphone utilizes a integrated field-effect transistor [4]. Its metalized di­
aphragm serves as the movable gate of the field-effect transistor. FET microphones have a 
sensitivity of 0.2 to 6 m V /Pa with a frequency range of 100 to 30 kHz. An advantage of 
the FET microphone is its low output impedance. A disadvantage is the absence of a bias
9
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Table 2.1: Comparison of the Different Detection Methods
Piezoelectric Piezoresistive Electrolytic Capacitive FET
Sensitivity Low Low Low High Low
Frequency Range Large Small Small Small High
Impedance High Low Low Low Low
Polarizing Voltage No Yes No Yes Yes
Noise Level High High Low Low High
element; which defines a stable gate potential of the FET. As such the long-term stability 
of the microphone is affected due to drift. Noise shows a l / / 1/ 2 dependence due to flicker 
noise in the channel of the FET [3]. Table 2.1 compares the differences between the various 
signal detection methods.
2.4 Sources o f  D am p en in g
Ideally a microphone will create a voltage or current proportional to the audio signal im­
pinging upon it. However, the actual case is tha t various dampening effects cause the 
microphone to distort the corresponding amplitude of the signal at various frequencies. 
Figure 2.3 shows an example of this frequency shifting and dampening effect. The curve 
represents the displacement versus frequency for a suspended microphone design as will 
be introduced in Chapter 4. The estimated resonant frequency for this design was 8-550 
Hz. The actual resonant peak was found at the much higher frequency of 18.3 kHz. The 
magnitude of the frequency peak is far less than expected for a resonant mode. Microphone 
dampening comes from two sources, squeeze film dampening and Coullett flow dampening 
[8]. Couette flow dampening arises in MEMS structures when a layer of air is between two 
plates, where one plate is moving relative to the other. This effect is illustrated in Figure 
2.4, where h is the air gap height, U is the velocity of the above plate and r  is the shear 
stress acting on the plate. The flow profile can be seen in the plot to the right of the Figure.
10
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Figure 2.3: An Example of the Frequency Shifting and Dampening on Displacement 
The formula governing this effect is given in Equation 2.1.
Rcouette =  (2-1)
The other source of dampening, squeeze film dampening, occurs when air is squeezed be­
tween two plates where either one or both plates are moving perpendicularly to the air gap 
as is illustrated in Figure 2.5. Here, a time varying force, F, applied to the top plate causes 
the air gap height, h(t), to change, squeezing the air out the sides. The equations governing 
this source of dampening when there are no vent holes in the back plate are,
96 t]LW3
b = ~ P J T  ( 2 ' 2 )
c 12r}W2 ( '
Where b is the damping constant, r\ is the viscosity of air, and u)c is the cutoff frequency.
Finally the resultant dampening is calculated as,
R sq = b (2.4)
11
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U
Figure 2.4: Illustrating Couette Flow Dampening
h(t)
Moveable
and, is calculated as
Fixed




If the air gap has vent holes, a different set of equations is used to describe the dampening 
and spring constants. These equations will be covered in Section 2.5.
2.5 M od elin g  M eth o d s
Modeling methods can be divided into two groups, analytical and finite difference/element. 
Analytical modeling methods can be divided into two groups, mechanical and electrical 
equivalents. Electrical equivalents utilize capacitors, resistors and inductors to model the 
mechanical behavior of a microphone. An example of an electrical equivalent circuit is 
given in Figure 2.6. This electrical equivalent circuit is from Reference [2]. Mechanical 
equivalents simplify a structure into fundamental units such as mass, dampeners and spring 
constants, [9], [10], [11], [12], [13] . An example of a mechanical equivalent is given in Figure 
2.7. The microphones modeled in this thesis will be modeled as mechanical equivalents.
12
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Figure 2.6: An Electrical Equivalent Circuit
M + M
Figure 2.7: A Mechanical Equivalent Circuit
13
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This is felt to be more intuitive. The mechanical equivalent shown in Figure 2.7 is actually 
the equivalent for the chosen state of the art design given in reference [2]. The various 
parameters are as follows.
*  = (2J)
Rr is the radiative resistance and ,Mr , is the mass of the air in contact with the vibrating 
diaphragm, po is the air density; c is the sound velocity; co is the angular vibration frequency 
(27r /) ;  and a is the diaphragm width. The diaphragm stiffness ,K m, is given by the inverse 
of the compliance as given in Reference [2].
The equivalent mass element M m of the square diaphragm is,
M m =  - V(2T^ . +  (2 .8)
D  is the flexural rigidity, and T  is the residual tension of the diaphragm. The viscosity loss 
in the air gap, R g, is given by,
„  12tta2 .a  a 2 , a  3. _
s > = A (r ? - l n r ! )- (2-10)
its stiffness, K a, is given by the inverse of the air gap compliance, Ca, as
Ka = * 2 (2.11)
poc Q: u
Where n  is the hole density in the backplate, a  is the surface fraction occupied by the holes, 
u is the air viscosity coefficient, and d is the average air gap distance. The viscosity loss of 
the back plate holes R^  is,
R h =  (2-12)7T nr^
where h is the back plate height and r is the radius of the air gap vent holes. There is some 
confusion as to what is meant by r. Hsu et ah, [2] refer to this parameter as the radius of 
the vent holes; however, the fabricated microphones have backplate holes that are 60pm by
14
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Figure 2.8: Sum of the Forces Acting on the Diaphragm
60/im square. It is assumed that r in this case means the effective radius of a circular hole 
that is of the same area. Also the number of vent holes used in the 2.6 mm diameter design 
is unclear. This thesis has assumed tha t since the 2 mm design has 17 by 17 holes, giving 
289 total, tha t the 2.6 mm design must be approximately 19 by 19 giving 361 holes by linear 
scaling. The number of holes on the 2 mm design has been determined from Figure 2 in the 
paper [2]. From the mechanical equivalent, the forces acting on the diaphragm are derived 
as shown in Figure 2.8. From Figure 2.8 the sum of the forces can be obtained, and the 
equation of motion in the frequency domain for the clamped microphone can be derived by 
solving for X m(s).
Fa +  Fe
Xm{$) — (Mm +  M r)s2 +  R rs +  K m +
(2.13)
{Rg+Rh)S Ka
where X m (s) is the displacement of the diaphragm with the down direction considered 
positive. X m(s) is a function of s; the absolute value of X m (s) is the magnitude of the 
response; and the phase is the tarF1 of the ratio of the real and imaginary parts. Further 
references to X m in this thesis imply the absolute value of X m(s). Fa is the force due to 
the applied air pressure difference, and Fe is the force due to the electrostatic attraction 
between the plates. The MATLAB implementation of the above Equations can be found 
in Appendix A. The first output plot from this program can be seen in Figure 2.9, which 
displays the displacement X m(s) versus frequency. An average displacement of 3.67 nm is
15
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Figure 2.9: Displacement X m(s) vs Frequency
noted with a quick drop off in amplitude above 10 kHz due to back plate viscosity losses at 
higher frequencies. Hsu et al., [2] estimate the resonant frequency of the microphone by,
(2-i4 >
Evaluating Equation 2.14 gives 25 kHz for the resonant frequency. Both electrical and 
mechanical models are using lumped parameter values to predict the approximate behavior 
of the system based upon the derived transfer function of the model. As will be seen this 
equation can predict the behavior of these systems with reasonable accuracy for almost all 
behaviors. The limitations of this method are discussed in the following sections.
Where lumped parameter models fail, finite difference/element models are used. W ith 
clamped microphones, the diaphragm does not deflect like a piston; most lumped parameter 
models assume this behavior. In actuality the diaphragm deforms in a continuous manner 
as shown in Figure 2.10. The dashed structures represent the initial positions before and 
the solids are after displacement. For this reason tha t lumped param eter models fail to 
predict pull-in voltage with any accuracy.
In microphone design, finite difference can be used to model the bending plate problem
16
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Figure 2.10: Piston Like (Left) vs Actual Plate Deflection (Right)
as seen in Equation 2.15. The method of finite differences can be used to solve partial 
differential equations [14].
D v 4 W  + T V 2 W  = Pappued (2.15)
where Pappiied is the applied pressure difference to the top plate [15]. The applied pressure 
can also include electrostatic forces which can be viewed as an applied pressure. A solution 
to this equation would allow the correct calculation of displacement or change in capacitance 
versus applied pressure. Section 2.7 discusses some problems with finite difference modeling. 
The MATLAB m code for this can be found in Appendix B. An output plot of deflection 
versus node number can be seen in Figure 2.11. This plot is at 1 Pa with 1 V applied to 
the diaphragm. Finite difference reveals how the diaphragm has been deflected and the 
limitations of the piston-like displacement assumption, as can be seen in Figure 2.13.
A MATLAB program was written to investigate the deflection of the diaphragm for a 
range 0 to 1 Pa pressure differences, Figure 2.14; the program to generate the plot can be 
found in Appendix C. The nodes correspond to how the diaphragm has been broken up 
by the program: the higher the number of nodes, the more finely divided the diaphragm. 
W ith finite difference, the question arises as to how many nodes are needed for accuracy. 
A MATLAB program w ritten to investigate this question can be found in Appendix D. 
The output of this program is seen in Figure 2.12, which illustrates the convergence of the 
displacement with the number of nodes. The number of nodes equals the number of pieces 
the diaphragm has been divided from side to side; thus a number of nodes of 40 means 
that the diaphragm has been divided into 40 pieces. As is seen in the figure, the larger the 
number of nodes the better. At around 100 nodes the solution begins to converge. As such 
at least 100 nodes are needed in order to ensure accuracy of the solution. However, the 
computation time needed at 100 nodes can be significant. Running the MATLAB program
17
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Figure 2.11: Displacement vs Node Number 
in Appendix D required 2 weeks of computation time on a Sun Blade 1000, at 900 MHz.
2.6 Sensitivity  E stim ation
An im portant design parameter in microphone design is sensitivity. The sensitivity of a 
microphone is given in Volts per Pascal referenced to lm V /Pa, which corresponds to the 
lowest sound pressure humans can hear. This sensitivity is measured at 1 kHz for all 
microphones. Sensitivity can be broken into mechanical and electrical sensitivity.
5  =  SmSe (2.16)
The mechanical sensitivity Sm corresponds to how much the diaphragm deforms per Pascal 
and is measured in m /Pa. Electrical sensitivity S e corresponds to the change in V per 
meter and is measured in V/m. When comparing microphones, sensitivity only becomes 
meaningful when discussing open circuit sensitivity. Open circuit sensitivity is the change in 
voltage for a given pressure for a microphone tha t is not connected to any other amplification 
circuitry. If a microphone is connected to an amplifier then any sensitivity can be obtained 
simply by increasing outside amplification.
18
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Figure 2.12: Displacement vs Node Number Illustrating Convergence
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Figure 2.13: Displacement vs Delta
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Figure 2.15: A Typical Detection Circuit
Another microphone property tha t is required when comparing microphones is the mi­
crophones capacitance. It is im portant because the capacitance of the microphone combines 
with parasitic and preamplifier intrinsic capacitance, which reduce the voltage that is de­
tected by the amplifier. A typical detection circuit is show in Figure 2.15. Cm corresponds 
to the capacitance of the microphone. Cp is parasitic capacitance including the capaci­
tance of the bonding pad, approximately 3 pF. C* and Rb is the intrinsic capacitance of the 
amplifier and the bias resistor respectively.
In order to estimate the actual measured sensitivity, S meas, the open circuit sensitivity, 
Soc, is required as well as the capacitance of the microphone. The intrinsic capacitance, C-t,
20
Figure 2.14: Displacement vs Delta
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of the preamplifier connected to the microphone, and the parasitic capacitance, Cp, tha t 
will be encountered. Knowing these values allows an estimate of the capacitive signal a tten­
uation, Hc, due to the input capacitance of the preamplifier and the parasitic capacitance. 
It is given by,
H ° = Cm + Q + C p  (2'17)
The measured sensitivity can be calculated finally as,
Smeas =  ~ S mSeH cHa (2.18)
where H a is the gain of the preamplifier, with a value usually around one. Most MEMS 
microphones give an open circuit sensitivity in the range of a few millivolts per Pascal with 
a capacitance of around 1 to 10 pF. Another way to estimate sensitivity is to derive it from 
fundamentals. Starting with
Qo =  VqCq (2.19)
where Qo is the initial charge on the MEMS microphone capacitor, Vq, the applied initial
voltage supplied by the battery, Co, the initial capacitance with no displacement. Applying
a displacement and assuming conservation of charge gives,
Qn = VnCn (2.20)
where Qn is equal to Qo, Vn, the new voltage and Cn, the new capacitance created by the 
displacement. Equating Equation 2.19 to Equation 2.20 and rearranging gives,
Vn =  ( 2 . 2 1 )
noting that,
and,
C0 = ~  (2.22)
do
Cn ~  ( d o - AX m ) ( 2 ' 2 3 )
subbing 2.22 and 2.23 into 2.21 gives,
Vn = v o(do Xrn) (2.24)
do
21
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Figure 2.16: Capacitance vs Frequency
where do, the original air gap distance and ,X m, the displacement of the diaphragm. The 
fundamental definition of sensitivity is the change in voltage for a given change in pressure,
A V
S =  A P  (2‘25)
subbing in 2.24 for the change in voltage and P =  1 Pa as the change in pressure gives,
s =  (2.26)
do
Which shows tha t the sensitivity is proportional to the ratio of the old and new capacitance. 
Which, ultimately becomes the air gap height of the new capacitance divided by the old 
air gap. From which can be concluded, the larger the change in capacitance the larger the 
sensitivity. From X m(s) the change in capacitance can be calculated by Equation 2.23 as
seen in Figure 2.16. The base capacitance can be seen at 0 Hz to be around 15 pF. This
capacitance is close to the papers stated capacitance 16.2 pF. Applying Equation 2.26 to 
Equation 2.13 and calculating the absolute value of the sensitivity from 0 to  30 kHz gives 
Figure 2.17. As with figures 2.9, 2.16 and 2.17 were generated by the program listed in 
Appendix A. This is the sensitivity for a clamped microphone based upon the lumped 
parameter mechanical model. The predicted sensitivity for the design is around 9.2 m V /Pa
Capacitance vs Frequency Mech Equiv
22
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Figure 2.17: Sensitivity vs Voltage
which is close to the reference papers 8 m V /Pa. As expected from the derivation the 
capacitance and sensitivity plots follow the basic trend as the displacement.
2.7  P u ll-In  V oltage E stim a tio n
Another im portant design requirement is pull-in voltage [16]. Pull-in occurs when the 
bias voltage on capacitative type microphones is too high and causes the electric field to 
pull down the diaphragm onto the backplate. Effectively the spring forces supporting the 
diaphragm have been overcome by the electrostatic attractive forces. Knowing the bias 
voltage is important since it has a direct effect on the sensitivity of the microphone. Pull-in 
voltage can be derived directly from the mechanical model of the microphone. By setting 
the applied frequency s = 0 gives,
x m =  (2 .27)
IXr)
Subbing in for Fe(s), [17],
p  — _ ____________________ (2 281
e 2(d0 - X my  { ' 8)
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Figure 2.18: Displacement X m vs Voltage
solving for X m gives,
K mX l  -  (2d0K m +  Fa) X 2m +  (K rndl +  2d0Fa)X m -  (2.29)
This displacement of the diaphragm is considered positive down. Plotting Equation 2.29 
gives the curve shown in Figure 2.18. This plot shows three lines corresponding to the three 
roots of Equation 2.29. The first root shows a straight line going down. This corresponds to 
the diaphragm moving away from the backplate and it is discarded as a nonsensical solution. 
The second root is the line tha t curves up from the center of the plot up to the third 
root and corresponds to the unstable solution. Unstable means tha t if the diaphragm lies 
anywhere along this curve it would then quickly collapse. The third root is the remaining 
curve. It represents the stable solution. The intersection of the second and third root 
actually corresponds to the pull-in point. It is the maximum voltage that can be applied 
to the diaphragm and still not have it collapse. A voltage greater than this will cause the 
diaphragm to immediately collapse. The third root curve indicates that the diaphragm 
initially drops down in an almost linear fashion until it approaches the pull-in point at 
which it then collapses to the back plate. A range of air pressures can be applied to our 
model and the effects can be seen as in Figure 2.19. This pressure is applied differentially
24
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Displacement vs Volts For Different Pressures
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Figure 2.19: Displacement X m vs Voltage for Various Air Pressures
to the microphone. That is the pressure is the difference between the front and back of the 
diaphragm. The range of pressures applied is 0, 100 and 200 Pa. The curve for 0 Pa is to the 
. right followed by the other two in order. As can be seen the pressure needs to be significantly 
higher than the range of pressure tha t a microphone needs to work with. Our expected range 
of operation is around 1 Pa. So it is apparent tha t pull-in voltage is not greatly affected by 
applied air pressure. The MATLAB m code used to  generate Figure 2.19 and Figure 2.19 can 
be found in Appendix E. Due to the manufacture of MEMS microphones, a residual tension 
is often left in the diaphragm. This residual tension will affect the pull-in voltage as can be 
seen in Figure 2.20. Here there are three pull-in curves for 100, 200 and 300 N for an applied 
pressure of 1 Pa. As the residual tension increases the pull-in voltage also increases. This is 
because the diaphragm is stiffer and bends less to applied pressure. From this it is clear that 
MEMS clamped diaphragm microphones are very dependent on remaining residual tension 
in the diaphragm. Various methods can be implemented to reduce residual tension. The 
first and foremost method is using high temperature annealing. This relaxes the diaphragm 
by allowing the stresses to flex. The second method involves adding a ribbing like structure 
around the diaphragm tha t stretches and relieves residual tension. The MATLAB m code
25
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Figure 2.20: Displacement X m vs Voltage for Various Residual Tensions
for Figure 2.20 can be found in Appendix F. The predicted pull-in voltage for the design 
can be seen from Figure 2.29 to be about 24 V. This estimate is found to be at least 5 V 
to large. The reason for which was discussed in Section 2.5. In this case the assumption 
of piston like motion has underestimated the amount of displacement. A finite difference 
model was developed to  better estimate pull-in voltage. However it was found tha t the 
method of finite differences is not able to estimate pull-in voltage. As can be seen in Figure 
2.21, each curve represents the pull-in voltage for various node sizes ranging from 10 to 100 
nodes, going up by 10 nodes each step. Figure 2.22 is another representation of the data 
shown in Figure 2.21. Here the pull-in voltage is plotted versus delta, which is the number 
of nodes. As can be seen in either Figure, the pull-in voltage is increasing with increasing 
number of nodes. This is counter intuitive since the simulation should be converging to a 
final solution like in Figure 2.12. Thus the conclusion is tha t finite differences prediction of
pull-in voltage diverges instead of converges and as such is inaccurate. The reason for this is
that the partial differential equation describing plate motion is only accurate for small plate 
deflections. Small plate deflections is defined as a deflection tha t is less than the thickness 
of the plate. The behavior of pull-in voltage is a distinctly large scale deflection and as
26
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Figure 2.21: Pull-In Voltage vs Delta
such cannot be modeled via Equation 2.15. In order to solve this problem a finite element 
package, Intelisuite, was used to predict pull-in voltage. A quarter model was made in the 
package and a voltage range was applied to the plates. Figure 2.23 illustrates displacement 
for an applied voltage. The generated displacement versus voltage for the node at the tip 
of the plate is shown in Figure 2.24. Here the range of applied voltage is from 0 to 25 V. 
As can be seen the diaphragm collapses around 20 to 21 V. The normal operating voltage 
should be kept within the linear range of this curve which can be seen to be around 19 V. 
In order to confirm the accuracy of the FEA results a series of pull-in voltage runs were 
performed for various mesh sizes on a 1/4 of square microphone plate. A plate 1/4 the size 
of the desired diaphragm can be setup with the proper boundary conditions to give the sane 
results for a full plate but at 1/4 the run time. Often there are advantages in exploiting 
symmetry in a FEA problem. The results for the different mesh sizes are shown in table 
2.2. Here pull-in voltage values are shown for various mesh sizes. The results show that 
for mesh sizes finer than 40 fim the pull-in voltages remain within 0.1 volt. The values for 
pull-in voltage are consistently have been found to be consistently 20% less than what was 
predicted by the lumped parameter mechanical equivalent [18], [3]. Accordingly the values
27
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Figure 2.22: Pull-In Voltage vs Delta
Figure 2.23: Isuite Displacement For an Applied Voltage to 1/4 Microphone
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Figure 2.24: Isuite Displacement vs Voltage 
used in all clamped microphone lumped parameter programs will use this modification.
2.8 B ias V oltage
Capacitor microphones need a bias voltage in order to function. The sensitivity analysis has 
made it clear tha t this bias voltage should be large but as shown in Section 2.7 the voltage 
cannot be too large to cause collapse of the diaphragm from electrostatic forces. The change 
in capacitance is also another im portant parameter since sensitivity is directly proportional 
to this. Applying Equation 2.13 to the capacitance Equation 2.23 and plotting the result 
gives Figure 2.25. This Figure shows the change in capacitance versus bias voltage and is 
generated by the program in Appendix E. In order to avoid the distortion of additional 
harmonics, the bias voltage should be in the linear range of the pull-in voltage. This can 
bee seen to be around 19 V as shown in Figure 2.18. This should be considered the actual 
maximum operating voltage and should also incorporate the %20 difference as discussed in 
the previous Section 2.7 giving a total difference of 30% less voltage. It is this voltage that 
is used in the following Section 3.1, Design Space Optimization.
29
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Table 2.2: FEA Pull in Voltage Results for Various Mesh Sizes
Mesh Size 
fj, m
Pull-In Voltage Range 
V
100 20.1 - 20.2
80 20.0 - 20.1
60 19.9 - 20.0
40 19.9 - 20.0





Figure 2.25: Isuite Capacitance vs Voltage
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2.9 U ltim a te  T ensile  S tren g th
Polysilicon can withstand an ultimate tensile strength S u t  of 1.21 GPa before it fractures 
[19] [20]. Accordingly a MEMS microphone design must keep the maximum value of stress 
below this value. Polysilicon is a brittle material and as such a theory of its failure needs to 
take this behavior into account. There are several theories describing brittle fracture as can 
be found in references [21] and [22], Of which the two most relevant will be discussed here. 
The first theory is the maximum-principal-stress theory. This theory states that brittle 
fracture is reached when the maximum principal stress reaches the ultimate tensile yield 
strength. The total value of stress is the sum of residual tension and the stress created by 
deformation of the diaphragm. Once this value exceeds S u t  fracture is expected to occur. 
The formula for estimating this bending stress can be found in reference [23] and is,
abend = l A 7 ^ j ? ^  (2.30)
where q is the applied pressure, L is side length and h the thickness of the diaphragm. E  is 
Youngs Modulus. The Poisson ratio used here is 0.25. However this should have a minimum 
effect on the calculations. In order to include electrostatic forces the total pressure can be 
considered the sum of applied air pressure difference and the effective electrostatic pressure. 
The electrostatic pressure varies over the deformed diaphragm. In order to  conservatively 
estimate the effective pressure the maximum electrostatic force on the diaphragm at a 
voltage of 19 V, which is less than pull-in. This is conservative since this maximum value 
of electrostatic pressure is found at the center of the diaphragm. It is less at the edges. 
Taking the maximum electrostatic pressure at the center and assuming it is the same across 
the diaphragm will then give a value for the stress tha t is greater than expected. Applying 
this formula to the state of the art design would give abend = 35.27 MPa. The total stress 
would then be the residual tension, ar = 20 MPa, plus this bending tension, which gives 
55.27 MPa total. The IntelliSense results for the stress invariants can be seen in Figures 
2.26, 2.27, 2.28. These plots are also based upon the chosen state of the art design. The 
maximum value from the stress invariants can be seen in Figure 2.28 to be 24.5 MPa. This 
already includes the 20 MPa residual tension assumption via the FEA setup. The lower
31
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Figure 2.26: Stress Invariant SP1
value of 24.5 MPa instead of 55.27 M Pa is as expected because of the assumption of uniform 
maximum electrostatic pressure. These results indicate tha t this method can be used to 
conservatively estimate the maximum bending stress tha t will be encountered. The second 
theory to  be discussed is the modified Coulomb-Mohr failure theory for brittle materials. 
Consider a general three-dimensional state of stress at a point given by,
cr
b"1Bb TXy T zx
TXy a y  — a p Tyz
T zx Ty z <7 z (Jp
=  0 (2.31)
There will be, by a three-dimensional transform ation, a coordinate system x', y', z', where 
the state of stress at the same point can be described by the matrix
< 0 0
O ] = 0 a'y 0 (2.32)
0 0 °'z
Evaluating the determinant of m atrix 2.31 results in,
CTp -  (& x +  ^ v  +  O z ) o 2v  +  { p x Oy  +  O yO z  +  Oz Ox  -  T y Z ~  Tz x
~ Tx y ) crP ~~ { G x G y G z  T  2 T y ZTz x T xy  — <3xTy Z ~~ a y r z x  ~~ ° z Tx y ) =  ^
(2.33)
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Figure 2.27: Stress Invariant SP2
Figure 2.28: Stress Invariant SP3
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Figure 2.29: Coulomb-Mohr Theory of Failure
The solutions ap are independent of the coordinate system used to define the coefficients 
of the cubic equation for ap. Thus the coefficients of ap in Equation 2.33 are constant and 
are referred to as the stress invariants. These are the stress invariants SP1, SP2, SP3 given 
by the IntelliSense software. For polysilicon only the ultimate tensile strength is listed. 
For typical brittle materials the ultimate compressive strength, S u e ,  is equal to or greater 
than the. ultimate strength in tension, S u t -  From this it is a conservative estimate to set 
the S u e  equal to the S u t -  The Coulomb-Mohr theory of failure is graphically illustrated 
by Figure 2.29. Here only two of the principal stresses are shown for simplicity. The 
remaining principal stress would form the third dimension in this Figure. Referring back 
to the IntelliSense results for the stress invariants shown in Figures 2.26, 2.27, 2.28 it is 
clear tha t the maximum value for the invariant principal stresses is around 25 MPa for any 
point on the diaphragm. SP1, SP2 and SP3 form points well within a three-dimensional 
box defined by the ultimate tensile strength S u t  of 1.21 GPa. Since all of the principal 
stress values for the diaphragm lie within this box then the diaphragm shall not experience 
fracture.
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2.10  D iscu ssion  o f  C urrent S ta te  o f  th e  A rt
This chapter has covered in detail the major design issues in MEMS microphone design. 
The design constraints discussed layout the fundamental design criteria tha t must be met 
by the microphone. A comparison of microphone signal detection methods revealed that 
capacitive and electrolytic microphones were the most sensitive. It is for this reason capac­
itive microphones were chosen to be investigated. Sources of dampening were investigated 
and their effect on the sensitivity was noted. Modeling methods were examined and a 
mechanical equivalent representation was chosen as the best representation. The chosen 
current state of the art design, Hsu, et al., was used as an example in the modeling sections. 
The fundamental equation of motion, Equation 2.13, was derived. Limitations due to the 
piston like motion assumption were discussed. A investigation into the usefulness of finite 
difference models was presented. Sensitivity was derived from fundamentals via Q = C V  
and Equation 2.13. The effect of an external amplifier circuit on output voltage was in­
vestigated. It was found tha t a capacitive voltage divider circuit could significantly reduce 
the sensitivity of the the microphone. It is for this reason tha t MEMS microphones should 
have at least 1 pF of capacitance. The expected sensitivity versus frequency for the chosen 
state of the art was reproduced with reasonable accuracy. Verifying the mechanical model 
representation. Pull-in voltage was evaluated directly from Equation 2.13. The effect of air 
pressure and residual tension on pull-in voltage was investigated. It was found tha t air pres­
sure has an insignificant effect and residual tension has a strong effect on pull-in voltage. In 
effect, MEMS microphones are dominated by electrostatic forces and residual tension. The 
inaccuracy of the pull-in voltage estimate was explained to be due to the aforementioned 
piston-like displacement assumption. It is for this reason tha t alternative methods for es­
timating pull-in voltage were investigated. An attem pt to use finite difference to model 
pull-in voltage proved ineffective due to the small plate assumption. FEA simulation of 
pull-in in the IntelliSense software proved effective in calculating a more realistic pull-in 
voltage. The use of bias voltage was investigated. It was found tha t bias voltage increases 
the in change in capacitance due to  applied air pressure differences. Finally a detailed inves­
tigation into brittle fracture was performed. It was found via the modified Coulomb-Mohr
35
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theory, that if the principal stress invariants are less than the ultimate fracture strength 
then the microphone will not fail.
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Chapter 3
Clamped M E M S  M icrophone D esign
O ptim ization
3.1 D esign  Space O p tim ization
While designing a MEMS microphone, one question tha t can be asked is which design 
is the best given the design constraints. There are numerous methods to  determine an 
optimal design of which this thesis will use the simple brute force design space search. The 
reason for this choice is i t ’s conceptual simplicity and ease of implementation. For a desired 
device there will be design parameters that can be varied over a range of potential size. 
These parameters constitute the devices design space. See Figure 3.1 for an example of 
a 3 parameter design space A, B and C with ranges a, b and c. Of course real devices 
have a design space of several design parameters and this cannot be easily visualized. The 
resolution of the design space parameters can affect the outcome of the design space search. 
As can be seen in Figure 3.2 a coarse resolution will result in missing possible optimal 
designs. Here a local maximum has been found but a global maximum is missed due to 
resolution of the design space search. It is for this reason tha t a possible optimal design 
is not know to be truly optimal or locally optimal. The finer the resolution the longer the
37
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B
A
Figure 3.1: A Design Space
design space search takes. Even with the coarse resolution used in this thesis the simulation 
times could be up to 1/2 hour. A more though search could take weeks of simulation time. 
For the clamped microphone design, the basic mechanical model program given in Appendix 
A was modified to search over the desired design ranges for the parameters. The design 
space parameters for this program are as follows: width of the diaphragm, thickness of the 
diaphragm, residual tension, height of the air gap, number of backplate vent holes and the 
radius of the back plate vent holes. The design space program for the clamped microphone 
can be found in Appendix G. The desired optimized result is the sensitivity. Several small 
logical tests are incorporated into the program to help speed up the search. For example 
if the vent holes area is less than the available surface area of the back plate then the 
design is rejected outright. Obviously hole area cannot be larger than available back plate 
area. Also the design is checked to see if there is at least 1 pF of capacitance. This is to 
avoid the capacitive voltage divider problems as discussed in Section 2.6. Finally before 
the results are recorded from a run one of two possible checks are performed. If a spike in 
the displacement is detected then it is assumed tha t this is the actual resonant frequency. 
If no spike is detected then the actual resonant frequency cannot be determined via this
38
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Figure 3.2: Design Space Resolution Problems
method and it is assumed the displacement curves decreases smoothly. If there is an actual 
resonant frequency then the displacement at tha t value is checked to see if it is no more 
than 10% greater than  the displacement at 1 kHz. This prevents curves with large spikes 
from being accepted as valid results. If no actual resonant frequency is detected then the 
displacement at the desired maximum frequency is checked to see if it is no less than 30% 
the value at 1 kHz. This is to reject any curves tha t drop off too quickly to be acceptable. 
The results from this design space program are listed in table 3.1. For the first results a 
resonant frequency of at least 10 kHz was desired with W idth and thickness fixed to 2600 
and 3 pm respectively. Residual tension, air gap distance, number of vent holes and radius 
of vent holes are all variable. For the second design a resonant frequency of 20 kHz is also 
desired and only the width of the diaphragm is fixed at 2600 pm. Fixing the width helps to 
compare the design space results. The second result has a variable diaphragm thickness that 
can be as low as 0.2 pm. These values can then be entered back into the basic mechanical 
model and the frequency response for X m, capacitance and sensitivity can be plotted as 
before with the current state of the art design. The sensitivity for the optimized clamped 
microphone design is shown in Figure 3.3 Considering the 10 kHz results, the value of 41.92 
m V /Pa for the optimized clamped microphone design is see to be an improvement over the
39
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Table 3.1: Design Space Results for The Clamped Microphone
Criteria Results
Desired F Sensitivity Fest W idth thickness air gap #  Holes r Holes
(kHz) (m V /Pa) (Hz) V pm pm pm pm
10.0 12.26 10.14 9.75 2600 3.0 3.0 320 50.0
10.0 41.92 10.62 6.47 2600 0.4 3.8 320 60.0
Sensitivity vs Frequency Mech Equiv
Figure 3.3: The Sensitivity for an Optimized Clamped Microphone Design
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Figure 3.4: The Sensitivity for an Optimized Clamped Microphone Design
current state of the art designs sensitivity of 9 m V /Pa. The estimated pull-in voltage for 
the optimized design is Vp= 6.47 V. The bending stress in the diaphragm was estimated 
to be a — 42.7 MPa. This value is estimated based upon the assumption of 50% air gap 
displacement and 5.8 V applied to the diaphragm. The 50% air gap distance is meant to be 
an average displacement since the electrostatic pressure doesn’t act over the area uniformly. 
The electrostatic force displaces the center of the diaphragm more than the edges. The 5.8 
V comes from 90 % of the estimated pull-in voltage Vp. The maximum estimated stress 
was calculated to be 62.4 MPa. This is an extreme case at maximum deflection assuming 
maximum electrostatic pressure. The maximum electrostatic pressure is normally only 
found at the center of the diaphragm when it pulls in. Instead the electrostatic pressure 
has been assumed to be the same over the whole diaphragm. This is expected to give a 
conservative estimate. In order to confirm these values an FEA analysis was performed in 
the IntelliSense software. The pull-in curve for the optimized clamped plate design is shown 
in Figure 3.4. Here the pull-in curve shows a pull-in somewhere in between 6 to 7 V which 
agrees with the estimated 6.47 V nicely. Figure 3.5 shows the maximum stress invariant 
for the diaphragm at the bias voltage of 5.8 V. The maximum value is seen to be 31.2 M Pa 
and is shown in Figure 3.5. The estimated value of 62.4 MPa is greater than 31.2 M Pa and 
this is expected since it is a conservative estimate.
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Figure 3.5: The Stress Invariant SP3 Showing the Maximum Stress
3.2 M E M S M icrop h on e D esig n  F low
From the approach taken in the previous sections, it is possible to come up with a MEMS 
microphone design flow. The design flow specified in this section is applicable to the clamped 
type MEMS microphone. Any design flow must start with specifying the required range of 
the design parameters and design constraints.
It is apparent from the previous sections tha t diaphragm flexibility is an im portant 
design criteria. So this design flow will start with the diaphragm param eter that affects 
this the most, diaphragm thickness. Here it is assumed tha t proper stress relief methods 
have been employed so tha t the residual tension in the diaphragm is keep to a minimum. 
For the purpose of this design flow the residual stress is assumed to be 20 MPa as per the 
fundamental reference paper. Here no special stress relieve geometries will be employed. 
Just a standard flat square diaphragm will be used. Lowering diaphragm thickness can 
only be done to the point of maximum sustainable stress or until the pull-in voltage for the 
desired operating voltage is reached. Diaphragms of 0.2 fim have been observed as can be 
seen at reference [24], [25] and this will be the minimum thickness used.
Evaluating the expected stress and strain requires knowledge of the expected pull-in 
voltage. At this point the diaphragm width and air gap need to be chosen and the pull- 
in voltage evaluated. The thinner the diaphragm the higher the mechanical sensitivity.
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However this has a direct impact on pull-in voltage. Making the diaphragm too thin will 
lower the pull-in voltage to  the point where the microphone collapses for a very low voltage. 
At the same time the maximum stress and strain could be exceeded. Even the 3 V used 
by most hearing aid batteries could be sufficient to cause collapse. The pull-in voltage 
represents the maximum voltage tha t can be applied to the diaphragm. The actual voltage 
used should be at least 10% lower than this to ensure linearity of the output signal. Also 
lowering the pull-in voltage lowers the electrical sensitivity. Too high a pull-in voltage 
serves no real purpose since voltages can only be boosted to around 12 V with on chip 
voltage multipliers. These microphones are electro-statically dominated structures and as 
such the applied pressure difference from the sound source represents an insignificant effect 
on diaphragm displacement when considering pull-in issues. So from this it is clear tha t a 
balance must be found between diaphragm thickness and a reasonably high pull-in voltage.
Next lets consider diaphragm size. The larger the diaphragm the more acoustical energy 
that can be gathered by the microphone. However this too will effect the pull-in voltage. 
The larger diaphragm has more electrostatic force acting upon it tha t tends to pull it down 
even more. So once again the diaphragm size needs to be maximized yet its effect on pull-in 
needs to be considered.
At the same time lets consider the air gap height. This effects pull-in voltage too. A 
large air gap means a large pull-in voltage and vise versa. However a smaller air gap means 
larger electric field intensity in the air gap and a higher electrical sensitivity. The air gap 
can not be too small or else the pull-in voltage will be too low. It is clear that pull-in 
voltage is the most im portant design consideration. All design parameters affect this.
A condensation of the above arguments results in the design flow summarized in the flow 
chart seen in Figure 3.6. After defining the design param eter ranges and design constraints 
a diaphragm thickness and width is chosen. Followed by an air gap and vent holes size. 
Finally vent hole radius is selected. Next the estimated pull-in voltage, resonant frequency 
and stress/ strain is evaluated. These values need to be sufficient to satisfy the design. 
Finally the sensitivity needs to be compared to the previous maximum value. If it is more, 
then the new design is selected as the best. This procedure repeats for the entire range of
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the design parameters. In the end the highest sensitivity will be selected and the optimal 
design parameters will be known.
3.3 D iscu ssion  o f  O ptim ized  C lam ped  M icrop h one R esu lts
This chapter investigated design space optimization. First the concept of a design space 
was presented and the problem with resolution was discussed. Too coarse a resolution on 
the design space parameters could result in missing an optimal design. The design space 
methodology was applied to the mechanical equivalent model for the clamped microphone 
design. The results of which are summarized in Table 3.1. It was found tha t the current 
state of the art designs sensitivity can be improved from 8 to 12 m V /Pa by adjusting the 
air gap, number of vent holes and vent hole radius. The sensitivity can be further increased 
to 42 m V /Pa if the thickness is allowed to decrease to 0.4 gm. An FEA analysis was used 
to confirm the expected pull-in voltage and expected maximum stress. This chapter helps 
to illustrate the power of using a design space optimization approach. If a there exists a 
lumped param eter model representing a devices behavior, then a design space optimization 
program can find the best design. Finally a clamped MEMS microphone design flow is 
proposed. In effect, it represents the steps taken by the design space optimization program.
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Figure 3.6: Clamped MEMS Microphone Design Flow Chart
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Chapter 4 
A Suspended M icrophone D esign
Another possible MEMS microphone design is the suspended design as shown in Figure 4.1. 
An example of this type of structure can be found in the reference [26], [27], [28]. W ith 
this design the diaphragm is supported by cantilever beam springs. An analysis of this 
microphone is undergone in the same manner as the clamped microphone. There are some 
unique design issues and these will covered in detail in section 4.1.
4.1 S u sp en d ed  M icrop h on e M od elin g
As with the clamped microphone design a mechanical model of the suspended microphone 
was developed. This can be seen in Figure 4.2. The only difference here is tha t the spring 
constant of the clamped microphone K m has been replaced by the spring constant of the 
supporting springs K s, [29].
K s =  (# S p r in g s ) (E W H 3) / (L 3) (4.1)
Where W, H  and L  are the supporting spring width height and length respectively. The 
#  springs corresponds to the number of support springs, in this case four. This must be 
multiplied by the spring constant on one spring to get the total effective spring constant.
46
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Figure 4.1: A Suspended MEMS Microphone Design
- a 
' r
M + Mr m
Figure 4.2: A Suspended MEMS Microphone Design
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Figure 4.3: Spring Combinations
The springs are acting together and need to summed to get the total spring constant. If 
they were acting in series then it would be like adding parallel resistances, [30]. This is 
shown in Figure 4.3. Choosing the correct model for the support springs becomes critically 
im portant for resonant frequency, displacement and corresponding sensitivity estimation. 
If simple cantilever springs were chosen it would be discovered tha t the model predicts a 
more flexible membrane as shown in the lower resonant frequency and larger displacement. 
The suspended microphone model assumes a rigid membrane and guided cantilever beams 
should be used to model the support springs. The spring constant for guided cantilever 
beams is given in Equation 4.1. If the diaphragm is not of sufficient thickness to guarantee 
rigidity then the perceived spring constants will vary between simple and guided cantilever 
springs. Typical MEMS springs are shown in Figure 4.4, [31]. As an example of the problems 
encountered with modeling structures with springs, a structure will be built and analyzed 
in the IntelliSense Isuite software, shown in Figure 4.5. The figure presents a circular 
diaphragm 250 gm  wide with 3 cantilever beam springs arranged at 120° intervals. The 
springs have dimensions of 120 pm long, 5 pm wide and 2 pm high. Given these dimensions
48
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Figure 4.4: Common Types of MEMS springs
HH1
Figure 4.5: Displacement Results for Thin Structure Spring Analysis
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Figure 4.6: Frequency Results for Thin Structure Spring Analysis
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the calculated spring constants for these beams for both free and guided cantilever beams 
are K f ree= 0.33 N /m  and K guided= 1-30. Subbing these values into F=kx and solving for 
the displacement X with an applied pressure of 1 Pa to the top plate gives, Xfree— 57.8 
nm and Xg^ded— 14.7 nm. The force here corresponds to the pressure times the plate area 
which gives F =  5.726xl0~8 N. The spring constants used here correspond to the spring 
constant multiplied by 3 for 3 springs. The plate diameter is 270 pm  wide and the initial 
height is 2 pm. From this the plate area is 5.73xl0“ 8m, with a mass of 2.63xlO~10kg. The 
expected resonant frequency is Fca\ =  19.4 kHz. Running the analysis in Isuite gives the 
deflection value of X e e a =  16.2 nm shown in Figure 4.5. Running a frequency analysis on 
the structure will give the primary mode as F f e a = 16.7 kHz as can be seen in Figure 4.6. 
The spring constant of one cantilever beam is K x — 0.95 N /m  from the displacement data 
and K f  =  0.97 from the frequency data. This is significantly different from either the free or 
guided cantilever beam. The reason for this is tha t the diaphragm is actually deforming and 
this causes more than expected deflection. Resulting in a lower spring constant than  guided 
but higher than the free spring. To correct for this the diaphragm can be made thicker 
so tha t it deforms much less. Setting the structures thickness to 42 pm, and running this 
thicker model in Isuite gives the results shown in Figure 4.7. The deflection is 16.6 nm 
for an applied load of 1 Pa. A frequency response also gives a F e e a = 4 kHz. Calculating 
the spring constant like before for this thicker structure then gives K x= 1.15 N /m  from 
the deflection and K f  = 1.15 N /m  from the frequency data. Which is much closer to the 
calculated spring constant for the guided cantilever beam. These results are summarized 
in table 4.1 below. Also included is intermediate results for plates with thicknesses of 5, 10 
and 22 pm. Fcai is based upon the guided spring constant. The spring constant approaches
1.16 for thicknesses of 10 pm and up. I t ’s interesting tha t the spring constant is around
1.16 which is close to K guided of 1.30 but not quite so. This example serves to illustrate 
the importance of understanding how these springs really behave in actual structures. The 
assumption of a rigid plate plays as much a role as the assumption of piston like deflection 
in the accuracy of the models. The development of the mechanical equations of motion
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Figure 4.7: Displacement Results for Thick Structure Spring Analysis
Table 4.1: FEA Results for Various Plate Thickness
Plate Calculated FEA Results
t Kguided Kfree FCal Mass X f e a K x F f e a K f
pm (N/m) (N/m) (kHz) (10-9 kg) (nm) (N/m) (kHz) (N/m)
2 1.30 0.33 19.4 0.26 20.1 0.95 16.7 0.97
5 1.30 0.33 12.3 0.66 16.9 1.13 11.4 1.13
10 1.30 0.33 8.6 1.32 16.4 1.16 8.1 1.16
22 1.30 0.33 5.9 2.90 16.3 1.17 5.5 1.17
42 1.30 0.33 4.2 5.53 16.6 1.15 4.0 1.15
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Figure 4.8: Frequency Results for Thick Structure Spring Analysis
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Displacement vs Frequency
Figure 4.9: A Suspended Design Displacement vs Frequency
follow directly from the diagram just as in Chapter 2 and results in,
X  — __________________ Xa +  Fe___________________ 2)
m (Mm +  Mr)s2 +  R rs +  K a + -----r ^ — -  ' '
{Rg + R h ) s ^  K a
solving this equation for the desired frequency range gives Figure 4.9 The change in capac­
itance follows directly from,
c " =  (4-3)
which can be seen in Figure 4.10. Finally the sensitivity of this design can be calculated 
from,
5  =  F0 -  do ~ -Xrn.Vo (4.4)
do
which is shown in Figure 4.11. The sensitivity is around 81 m V /Pa with a pull-in voltage 
of 8.7 V. The program tha t generated these plots can be found in Appendix H. The design 
parameters for the suspended microphone were once again determined via a design space 
optimization program, which can be seen in Appendix I. As with the previous design 
space optimization program covered in 2, this program searches thorough the design space 
of every parameter. The parameters scanned are:cross sectional diameter of the square 
diaphragm, support spring length, width and height, diaphragm thickness, air gap height,
number of backplate vent holes and radius of the vent holes. Back plate thickness was
54
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Capacitance v s  Frequency
Figure 4.10: A Suspended Design Capacitance vs Frequency
Sensitivity vs Frequency
Figure 4.11: A Suspended Design Sensitivity vs Frequency
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left at 13 pm. The mechanical model is expected to accurately predict the suspended 
microphones behavior. The suspended design will deflect in a piston like manner. Unlike the 
clamped design in which the piston like deflection is a simplifying assumption. The expected 
accuracy of the model then allows the design space optimization program to incorporate 
some simplifying assumptions. Firstly tha t the estimated primary resonant frequency F res,
can be used to predict the resonant frequency of the microphone. Where K t  is the total 
spring constant and M t is the total mass of the system. The displacement at 1 kHz is
estimated primary frequency is less than or equal to 10% more of the displacement at 1 kHz
without enough dampening to give a smooth frequency response. The program also checks 
to see if the capacitance is greater than 1 pF and tha t the area used up by the holes in the 
back plate is less than the area available. The estimated resonant frequency is checked to 
see if it is at least 10 kHz. Finally the estimated pull-in voltage is determined via [32],
Where do is the air gap height, A  is the area of the microphone and Kt  is the total spring 
constant. This formula for pull-in voltage is expected to be accurate for the same reasons 
that Fres is expected to be accurate. The pull-in voltage is used to determine the sensitivity 
of the microphone if it is less than 10 V. Otherwise 10 V is used. 10 V is considered a 
reasonable voltage tha t can be generated from a voltage multiplier circuit. Both voltages 
are dropped by 10% to avoid linearity problems at pull-in. Using pull-in voltage to estimate 
the sensitivity then represents a maximum value for the sensitivity. A realistic operating 
voltage would have to be less than this for reasons covered in previous sections. The pull-in 
voltage can be determined also by the program in AppendixF and the results are shown 
in Figure 4.12 for the optimized 10 kHz design. This shows a pull-in voltage of 10.85 V. 
Reducing this by 20% gives 8.68 V. The ideal equation gives a voltage of 8.65 V. These two 
values should be similar since the both rely on the assumption of piston like displacement.
(4.5)
compared with the displacement at the estimated primary frequency. If the value at the
then there is sufficient dampening. This check allows for the quick elimination of designs
(4.6)
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Displacement vs Volts
Figure 4.12: Suspended Displacement vs Voltage for P = 0 and 1 Pa
4.2  S u sp en d ed  M icrop h one S tress and Strain
The maximum stress and strain in the suspended design comes from the supporting can­
tilever beams. The equation governing these are given below , [33], [34],
6 L P A
& m ,nx  —
and
H 2W  K ^ o f  S p r in g s ' 




2E l  K ^ o f  Springs
where E is youngs modulus, H is the thickness of the beam, W  is the width, L is the length 
and F is the applied force at the tip. From these equations the maximum stress that the 
springs will experience is. Just as with the clamped microphone design this stress must be 
kept under the maximum of 1.21 GPa.
4.3  S u sp en d ed  D esign  Space O p tim iza tion
Just as with the clamped microphone, a design space optimization program can be developed 
for the suspended microphone. In this case the design space program is easier to implement. 
Since the suspended microphone displaces in a more piston like manner it is seen tha t the 
predicted resonant frequency is actually very close to the measure resonant frequency. From
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Table 4.2: Design Space Optimization Results for Suspended Microphone
Simulation Results Diaphragm Spring Backplate
Sensitivity -Fres Diameter t L w H #  of Holes r of Holes do
m V /Pa kHz pm pm pm pm pm pm pm
80.6 10.0 1400.0 1.0 200.0 3.0 5.0 1300 10.0 6.0
41.6 20.0 900.0 1.0 100.0 2.0 3.0 700 9.0 4.5
this knowledge a design space optimization program only needs to evaluate the displacement 
at 1 kHz and at the expected resonant frequency. This speeds up the program considerably 
since there is no need to search thorough the entire desired frequency range. The check 
performed on the results is to see if the resonant frequency is above the desired frequency 
and th a t the displacement at the resonant frequency is no more tha t 10% greater at 1 kHz. 
The results from the design space optimization are given in Table 4.2 for both 10 and 20 
kHz resonant frequencies. The capacitance of the 10 kHz design is 2.9 pF with a pull-in 
voltage of 8.7 V. The 20 kHz design has a capacitance of 1.6 pF with a pull-in voltage of 9.4 
V. Section 4.4 will attem pt to confirm some of the predicted results for the 10 kHz lumped 
parameter model.
4 .4  S u sp en d ed  F E A  A nalysis R esu lts
The suspended microphone optimized for design 10 kHz was implemented in the IntelliSense 
software FEA package. The results of which will be covered in this section. Figure 4.13 
shows the desired design. The z axis has been zoomed in the Figure to help highlight 
the sections. The 5 x 10 pm support ring can be seen around the edge. The reasons 
for this have been given in 4.1. No vent holes can be seen in on the backplate. These 
have been omitted due to software limitations. The desired design would have used small 
beams criss-crossing the diaphragm to ensure th a t the diaphragm acted like a rigid body. 
However the IntelliSense software would not recognize these elements as being part of the
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Figure 4.13: FEA Displacement for the Optimized Suspended Design
Hi
Figure 4.14: FEA Displacement for the Optimized Suspended Design
diaphragm. The reason for this is th a t the mesh size was not small enough so tha t the beam 
mesh matched with the diaphragm mesh. This could not be accomplish due to memory 
limitations of the software and time constraints. Accordingly the diaphragm was thickened 
so tha t it would remain rigid. This should have little effect on these results except for the 
resonant frequency estimation. The first result to be considered is the displacement due 
to an applied pressure difference of 1 Pa. This is shown in Figure 4.13. The displacement 
at the springs is 9.0 nm. This is reasonably close to the expected 61.9 nm. Next the pull- 
in voltage was determined. The pull-in curve for the optimized suspended microphone is 
shown in Figure 4.14 The curve shows tha t pull-in occurred right around 9 V which agrees 
nicely withe the estimated 8.65 V. The ideal value was calculated to be 10.81 V. Taking 
20% less than this gives the estimate of 8.65 V. Applying 10% less voltage than this to
59
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Figure 4.15: FEA SP1 For Optimized Design
Figure 4.16: FEA SP2 For Optimized Design
the optimized design and observing the invariant stresses from this gives the plot shown 
in Figures 4.15, 4.16 and 4.17. Here the maximum value of invariant primary stress is 
seen to be 59.2 MPa. This is much more than the calculated value of 1.68 MPa. The final 
FEA analysis to be performed is for the resonant frequency as shown in Figure 4.18. Here 
the FEA resonant frequency is 7.05 kHz which is close to the expected value of 10 kHz. 
The accuracy of these results implies tha t the expected sensitivity of 81 m V /Pa is realistic. 
These results are summarized in Table 4.3.
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Figure 4.18: FEA Frequency response
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Table 4.3: FEA Results for the Suspended Microphone
Expected Results FEA Results % Error
Displacement (nm) 62.9 90.3 30.3
Fres (kHz) 7.05 10.0 29.5
Stress (MPa) 1.96 59.2 96.7
Pull-in Voltage (V) 8.68 9.0 3.56
4.5  D iscu ssio n  o f  S u sp en d ed  M icrop h one R esu lts
This chapter introduced a suspended plate type microphone design. As with the clamped 
microphone design a mechanical model was developed. The first thing to consider when 
developing this model is to consider the springs used to support the plate. It was determined 
how to  combine these springs and which type of spring to use. An FEA analysis was 
done to better determine the correct spring type. It was found th a t the plate rigidity 
plays an im portant role in the effective spring constant. W ith a sufficiently rigid plate 
the springs were found to be more guided cantilever like, but not exactly. Both FEA 
frequency response and displacement values were used to confirm this. Expected resonant 
frequency and sensitivity was evaluated. Next a method for evaluating the stress/strain in 
the support springs was determined. W ith this knowledge a mechanical model was created 
and a design space optimization program was developed from this. It was found tha t the 
suspended microphone had an estimated sensitivity of 80.6 m V /Pa for a 10 kHz design and 
41.6 mV/'Pa for a 20 kHz design. An FEA analysis was done to confirm the estimated 
displacement, resonant frequency, pull-in voltage and maximum stress. The results are 
summarized in Table 4.3. The results agree reasonably well except for the evaluated stress 
which is of by almost 100%. This is most likely due to the coarse mesh used to ensure 
the rigidity of the plate. The reason for the coarse mesh is due to software limitations. 
The desired support bars could not be included in the design. They were to criss cross the 
plate in a X connecting the springs. This was to reinforce the plate and ensure its rigidity.
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However the software was unable to incorporate them into the mesh. The other FEA results 
are all within 30% of the estimated values. This error could be due to the fact tha t the 
spring constant was not exactly like the guided cantilever beam.
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Chapter 5
A R ing M icrophone D esign
5.1 R in g  M icrop h on e In trod u ction
Building upon the discovered important design considerations from chapter 2 a ring micro­
phone design was conceived and developed. The design can be seen in Figure 5.1. A cross 
section of the ring design can be seen in Figure 5.5. This figure shows a set of free moving 
rings supported by three symmetrically located springs and corresponding fixed rings. The 
edges of the free moving rings make a variable capacitance with the corresponding fixed 
rings. A dielectric layer provides electrical isolation along the edge of the fixed rings. A 
blow up of a cross Section for the center ring can be seen in Figure 5.5. As a ring is displaced 
down by a sound wave the top capacitance decreases and the bottom increases. Assuming 
conservation of charge in Equation 2.20, if capacitance decreases then voltage must increase. 
Conversely if capacitance increases then voltage will decrease. W ith this design there is a 
need for an offset capacitance. If there is only one capacitance and it is symmetrically 
located as show in Figure 5.2, then there will only be a decrease in capacitance. This will 
result in a increase of voltage only, effectively rectifying the input signal. If the capacitance 
is offset as shown in Figure 5.3, then the capacitance increases and decreases. This will 
result in a voltage increase and decrease with the applied pressure difference. The final
64
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Figure 5.1: A Ring MEMS Microphone Design
design is shown in Figure 5.4. The ring is centered between the two capacitances and is 
effectively incorporates two offset capacitances. The reason for using two capacitances is
cost. Doubling the output voltage doubles the sensitivity. A squeeze film exists beneath the 
free moving rings and this space has a minimum of vent holes tha t are intended for releasing 
the structure, not dampening. This design attem pts to maximize sensitivity by having a 
large linear change in capacitance and yet still have a large base capacitance to prevent 
capacitive voltage divider losses as covered in Section 2.6. Also pull-in voltage has been 
eliminated in the ring microphone so tha t its linearity over its range of operation can be 
increased. Electrostatic forces will balance out on the horizontal plane of the microphone. 
If there is a displacement along the horizontal axis, the total capacitance will still remain 
the same due to symmetry as can be seen in Figure 5.6. If the cap closes on one side it opens 
on the opposite so that the total capacitance remains the same. It is expected tha t this 
design will have a better directionality since the microphone displaces in only one direction. 
A sound wave tha t comes in at an angle will cause the microphone to rotate on an axis and 
deflect down at the same time. But due to the design the deflection from the rotation will 
have no effect on the change in capacitance. The deflection down of one side is equal and
that the voltage can be taken differentially off of the capacitors C l and C2 as seen in the 
Figure. A differential arrangement doubles the output voltage for the design at no extra
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Figure 5.2: Ring Design Showing Cross Section of Center Ring
opposite the the rise of the other side of the capacitor. Balancing out the total effect on 
capacitance as can be seen in Figure 5.7.
5.2 R in g  M icrop h one D esig n  M od elin g
As with the previous designs a mechanical equivalent model was derived for the ring design 
as shown in Figure 5.8. The differences to note here involve the squeeze film dampening. 
This model does not use vent holes in the back plate. Also there is the addition of Couette 
dampening between the rings. The model was implemented in the MATLAB program found 
in Appendix J. This program models one of the differential capacitors since the opposite 
capacitor is simply the inverse response. From this program a design optimization program 
was implemented as can be found in Appendix K. The design parameters of interest were: 
Spring width, height and length, diameter; moving and stationary conductor width and 
squeeze film gap distance. Parameters such as air gap distance between the rings and di­
electric width were kept constant. The design space search was setup to eliminate designs 
tha t have a minimum capacitance less than 1 pF. The theoretical resonant frequency of 
the microphone also had to be above 10 kHz. A check for large resonant spikes is also
66
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Figure 5.3: Ring Design Showing Cross Section of Center Ring














Figure 5.4: Ring Design Showing Cross Section of Center Ring
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Figure 5.5: Ring Design Showing Cross Section of Center Ring
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Figure 5.6: Ring Design Showing Offset in Horizontal Plane
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Horizontal Displacements
Figure 5.7: Ring Design Showing Offset in Vertical Plane
Figure 5.8: Ring Microphone Mechanical Equivalent
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Table 5.1: Ring Design Space Optimization Results
Simulation Results Diaphragm Spring Air Gap
Sensitivity C'res Diameter t Cond t L W H dO
m V /Pa kHz p,m /am /am /am /am /am
340.0 10.0 2600.0 1.0 35.0 200.0 10.0 5.0 4.00
76.6 20.0 2000.0 1.0 18.0 100.0 7.0 3.5 1.75
included. Table 5.1 summarizes the results for 10 and 20 kHz design optimization runs. 
The optimized design parameters were then entered into the program in Appendix J. This 
program evaluates the displacement, change in capacitance and sensitivity versus frequency. 
The resultant displacement can be seen in Figure 5.9, where positive displacement is down. 
From this displacement the change in capacitance can be evaluated as seen in Figure 5.10. 
This shows the capacitance decreasing for the top capacitance as the ring deflects down. 
The lower capacitance would be the opposite of this since its capacitance increases with 
downward deflection. Finally from the change in capacitance, the change in voltage can 
be calculated and thus the sensitivity of the microphone, as shown in Figure 5.11. The 
sensitivity is around 170 m V /Pa for the top capacitor, which results in 340 m V /Pa sensi­
tivity between the top and bottom capacitors. This sensitivity is with a battery voltage of 
3.0 V and represents a change of 12 % to the applied voltage. To properly compare this 
with the state of the art, the sensitivity needs to be evaluated with a bias voltage of 12 V, 
which would give a sensitivity of in 1.44 V /Pa. The capacitance of both the 10 and 20 kHz 
ring designs is Co =  1.04 pF. This needs to be compared to the state of the art designs 
capacitance, which is around 16 pF. The reason for this is so tha t voltage divider losses can 
be estimated as covered in Section 2.6. The 10 kHz ring design utilizes 33 rings of 35 /un 
width. The 20 kHz design utilizes 43 rings at 18 /am width.
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Figure 5.10: Ring Design Capacitance vs Frequency
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Figure 5.11: Ring Design Sensitivity vs Frequency
5.3 D iscu ssio n  o f  R ing  M icrop h on e R esu lts
This chapter introduced an innovative ring type MEMS microphone. The first section 
introduced the basic structure of the ring microphone. Various design advantages were 
pointed out. Such as the lack of a pull-in voltage and tha t the capacitance does not change 
due to offset deflections because of symmetry. The need for an offset detection capacitance 
was discussed. This is required in order to achieve a full voltage swing. A noted benefit of 
this design is that the sensitivity is doubled if a differential capacitive setup is used. As with 
the previous designs the next section presents a mechanical equivalent model of the ring 
design. The stress/strain in the support springs is expected to be the same as the suspended 
design. From the mechanical equivalent model a design space optimization program was 
once again implemented and optimized designs for 10 and 20 kHz resonant frequencies were 
determined. The results are summarized in Table 5.1. The sensitivities of the designs are 
significantly above the state of the art design. This is with a low bias voltage of only 3 V, 
compared to the 12 V used by the state of the art design.
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In this thesis the design and analysis of three MEMS microphones has been presented. A 
brief summary of the conclusions from the various chapters and appropriate sections will 
be presented here.
The first microphone presented is a clamped microphone design which is the current 
state of the art. A thorough investigation into clamped microphones is presented in chapter 
2. The purpose of chapter 2 is to illustrate the design issues and considerations tha t come 
into play when designing clamped microphones. The results from this investigation illustrate 
tha t clamped microphone sensitivity is dominated by residual tension in the diaphragm and 
electrostatic forces in the air gap. A chosen basic state of the art design, reference [2], was 
used as an illustrative example throughout chapter 2.
It was found that the state of the art designs sensitivity could be improved by adjusting 
parameters other than diaphragm width and thickness. An improvement from 8 m V /Pa 
to 12 m V /Pa was found for the sensitivity. This represents an improvement of 1.5 times. 
These results were obtained thorough a design space optimization program. This program 
was also used to investigate the benefit of reducing diaphragm thickness down to 0.2 /mi.
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Table 6.1: Comparison of the Designs






Clamped 10.00 42 16
Suspended 8.65 81 3
Ring 3.00 340 1
An optimal value of 42 m V /Pa was found with a thickness of 0.4 //m, an improvement of 
over 5 times. A MEMS microphone design flow was developed to illustrate the methodology 
used.
The second microphone investigated is the suspended microphone design. This design 
incorporates cantilever type springs supporting a diaphragm. A design space optimization 
program was also used to find a maximum sensitivity of 81 m V /Pa. This is an improvement 
of over 5 times compared to  the clamped design.
The third and final design is a ring type microphone design composed of a series of 
rings supported by springs. It was found tha t the use of capacitive edge detection greatly 
increases the sensitivity of the microphone. A design space optimization program for this 
design gave a sensitivity of 170 m V /Pa at only 3 V bias. If differential dual capacitors 
are used the sensitivity is boosted to 340 m V /Pa. This represents a 42.5 times increase in 
sensitivity.
These results are summarized in table 6.1. As stated previously these results must 
include the base capacitance to be meaningful, as covered in Section 2.6.
This thesis has presented a thorough review of the current state of the art in MEMS 
microphone design. A significant improvement in sensitivity has been made to the current 
state of the art design. Two additional designs have been investigated and found to have 
excellent sensitivity. The suspended microphone has a sensitivity tha t is 5 times greater 
and the innovative ring design has a sensitivity 42.5 times greater than the current state of 
the art.
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A ppendix A
Program  1
“/.Program Name: clampedparallelplateSvsF111102.m 
'/.Written by: James Sliepenbeek 
“/.Date: Oct 22rd 2002.
“/.MEMS Microphone Simulation utilizing a 2 degree of freedom model.
“/.The MEMS microphone modeled here is based upon the paper "A High 
“/.Sensitivity Polysilicon Diaphragm Condenser Microphone", by 
°/,c. H. Mastrangelo.
’/.This program will calculate the Sensitivity vs Frequency with no



















’/,Youngs modulus for silicon GPa.
“/,Applied Pressure 1 Pa.
’/.Number of holes in the backplate 
’/.Poisson’s ratio 
’/.Residual Stress,Pa 
’/,Average air gap distance
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vsound=343;
rHole=60e-06;







£ 0= 1 0 . 0 ; 
fmax=300Q0;
‘/.Velocity of sound m/s 
‘/.radius of the vent holes
‘/.Back plate height, or lenght of vent holes 
‘/.Thickness of Parallel Plate Capacitor 
‘/.Diaphragm.
‘/.Diameter of the Diaphragm 
7,kg/m" 3
‘/.Density of air 
‘/.Volts.
‘/.Maximum calculation frequency.
‘/.For a Suspended Parallel Plate Capacitor. 
ClampedParAreaTotal=Diam"2;
'/.Area of the clamped diaphram holes (20 of them) 
ClampedParHoleArea=rHole~2*NHoles;
‘/.The hole density of the backplate 
HoleDensity=NHoles/ClampedParAreaTotal;







‘/.Radiative mass due to acoustic impedance 
Mr=(8*rhoO*Diam"3)/(3*pi*sqrt(pi));
Mt=Mr+Mm;
‘/.Viscosity loss in the air gap
Rg=(((12*etaair*Diam"2)/ (HoleDensity*davg"3*pi) ) * ((alfa/2)-((alfa"2)/8)... 
- (log(alfa)/4)-3/8));
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7. Pull in Voltage Estimate 80 “/. of expected 
VpIdeal=sqrt((8*Km*davg~3)/(27*epsilonO*...
ClampedParAreaTotal))* 0 .8 ;7,20% less than expected.
“/.The Capacitance of A fully Clamped Parallel Plate Capacitor with no 
“/.displacement.
COClampedPar=(epsilonO*epsilonA*ClampedParAreaTotal)/davg;








’/.Radiative resistance for the air in contact with the vibrating diaphragm. 
Rrl=(DensityAir*(Diam)~4*omega(m)~2)/ (2*pi*vsound);
Rr=Rrl;













Va=VpIdeal*.90; 7,90’/, for linearity.
else










“/.Effective Electrostatic Pressure, assuming 50“/. airgap displacement.
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Fen=(epsilonO*epsilonA*ClainpedParAreaTotal*(Vpldeal)~2)/(davg*0.5)"2;
Pt=(Fen+ForceClampedPar)/ClampedParAreaTotal;
'/.Estimation of Maximum Stress.
SigmaBend=l.47*((Pt~2*Diam~2*E)/ParCapDiamThickness~2)~(1/3);
fprintf(’COClampedPar = %.3e F\n’,COClampedPar)
fprintf(’Estimated Res Freq = %.3e Hz\n’.FreqClampedPar)
fprintf(’Actual Res Freq = '/. ,3e Hz\n’.FreqResActClampedPar)
'/.Sensitivity at 1000Hz, note: 100=1000.










title(’Sensitivity vs Frequency Mech Equiv’);





title(’Capacitance vs Frequency Mech Equiv’);
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A ppendix B
Program  2
“/.Program Name: finitedifference4.m 
“/.Written by: James Sliepenbeek 
“/.Date: July 25, 2003.
“/.This program will plot the diaphragm shape due to a applied voltage and 
“/.pressure for a square parallel plate capacitive microphone via a finite 
“/.difference algorithm












P a = l ;
V0=1;






“/.Air gap height 




“/.The number of nodes along a given 
‘/.line including edge nodes 
‘/.The electrostatic Constant
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°/0The distance between nodes 
"/.Tensile force 
"/.Flexural Rigidity
"/.This is a elliptic partial differential equation which can be solved by 
“/.Liebmann's method incorporating Boundary Condition dw/dx=0 and w=0 at the 























elseif(i==2&&j==2) “/.Top Left corner
Z(i,j)=Const4*(Const1*(templ+Z(i+2,j)+Z(i,j+2))+...
Const2*temp2+P); 
elseif (j<Delta-l&&j>2&&i==2) "/.Top side
Z (i,j)=Const3*(Const1*(templ+Z(i+2,j)+Z(i,j-2)+...
Z(i,j+2))+Const2*temp2+P); 
elseif (i==2&&j==Delta-l) "/.Top Right corner
Z(i,j)=Const4*(Constl*(templ+Z(i+2,j)+Z(i,j-2))+...
Const2*temp2+P); 
elseif (i<Delta-l&&i>2&&j==Delta-l) "/.Right Side
Z(i,j)=Const3*(Constl*(templ+Z(i+2,j)+Z(i,j-2)+Z(i.,.
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-2,j)) +Const2*temp2+P) ; 
elseif (i==Delta-l&&j==Delta-l) ‘/.Bottom Right corner
Z C i ,j)=Const4*(Const 1*(temp1+Z( i ,j-2)+Z(i-2,j)) +... 
Const2*temp2+P); 
elseif(j<Delta-l&&j>2&&i==Delta-l) 7. Bottom side
Z(i,j)=Const3*(Constl*(templ+Z(i,j-2)+Z(i-2,j)+Z(i... 
,j+2))+Const2*temp2+P); 










Z (i ,j)=Lambda*Z(i ,j)+(1-Lambda)*Zold(i, j);











CapFD=0; 7,The capacitance for the microphone in
7.its final deformed shape
count=0;




7,The average value of Z for a given square 
ZAvgForASqr=(Z(i-l,j-l)+ZCi-lJ)+Z(iJj)+Z(i,j-l))/4;





fprintf (’ Numlter = 7.2. Of \n; ,NumIter)
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fprintf (’ MaxError= 7 , 0 . 3e ('/,'/,) \n5 ,max (max (ErrorA))) 
fprintf ( ’deltaX= 7 , 2 . 2e (m)\n’ ,deltaX) 
fprintf (’Max Z = °/„2.3e (m)\n’ ,max(max(Z)))
fprintf('Capacitance for an undeformed diaphragm 7,2.3e (F)\n’,C0) 
fprintf (’ Capacitance if max displacement is used 7 , 2 . 3e (F)\n’ ,CMax) 
fprintf (’ Capacitance for the deformed diaphragm 7 , 2 . 3e (F)\n’,CapFD) 
f igure 
mesh(Z)
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Program  3
“/.Program Name: finitedifferencePOnly .m 
%Written by: James Sliepenbeek 
“/.Date: July 25, 2003.
“/.This program will plot the diaphragm shape due to a changing pressure 
“/.for a square parallel plate capacitive microphone via a finite difference 
“/.algorithm










d0=4.0e-06; “/.Air gap height
Pmax=l; “/.Maximum air pressure difference
“/.applied
Delta=60; “/.The number of nodes along a given
“/.line including edge nodes 
Lambda=l. 5; “/.Relaxation constant
ErrorStop=0.1; “/.Stopping error percent
86
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deltaX=Diam/(Delta-1); “/.The distance between nodes
T=sigma*DeltaZ; “/.Tensile force
D= (Eyoung*DeltaZ"3) / (12* (l-mew~2)) ; “/, Flexural Rigidity
“/.This is a elliptic partial differential equation which can be solved by 
“/.Liebmann’s method incorporating Boundary Condition dw/dx=0 and w=0 at the 























Z(i,j)=Const3*(Constl*(templ+Z(i+2,j)+Z(i,j+2)+Z(i-2,j)). . . 
+Const2*temp2+P); 
elseif (i==2&&j ==2) “/.Top Left corner
Z(i,j)=Const4*(Constl*(templ+Z(i+2,j)+Z(i,j+2))+Const2*... 
temp2+P);
elseif (j<Delta-l&&j>2&&i==2) “/.Top side
Z(i,j)=Const3*(Constl*(templ+Z(i+2,j)+Z(i,j-2)+Z(i,j+2))... 
+Const2*temp2+P); 
elseif (i==2&&j==Delta-l) “/.Top Right corner
Z (i,j)=Const4*(Const 1*(templ+Z(i+2,j)+Z(i ,j-2))+Const2*... 
temp2+P);
elseif (i<Delta-l&&i>2&&j==Delta-l) “/.Right Side
Z(i,j)=Const3*(Constl*(templ+Z(i+2,j)+Z(i,j-2)+Z(i-2,j)). ..
87
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+Const2*temp2+P); 
elseif (i==Delta-l&&j==Delta-l) ‘/.Bottom Eight corner
Z(i,j)=Const4*(Constl*(templ+Z(i,j-2)+Z(i-2,j))+Const2*... 
temp2+P ) ;
elseif(j<Delta-l&&j>2&&i==Delta-l) ‘/. Bottom side
Z(i,j)=Const3*(Constl*(templ+Z(i,j-2)+Z(i-2,j)+Z(i,j+2)). . . 
+Const2*temp2+P); 





Z(i,j)=Const5*(Constl*(templ+Z(i+2,j)+Z(i,j-2)+Z(i,j+2) + .. . 
Z (i-2, j ) ) +Const2*temp2+P);
end
if(Z(i,j)~=0)
Z (i, j )=Lambda*Z(i ,j)+(1-Lambda)*Zold(i,j);




















title(’Displacement for Diagonal for Different P ’) 
xlabel(’Node Position’) 
ylabel(’Displacement (m)’)
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axis([0 Delta 0 Delta 0 6e-09]) 
for i=l:h
mesh(ZPlot(: ,:,i)) 
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Program  4
'/.Program Name: finitedifferenceVpwtMesh.m
“/.Written by: James Sliepenbeek
‘/.Date: July 25, 2003.
“/.This program will estimate pull :in voltage for a square parallel plate
‘/.capacitive microphone via a finite difference algorithm
“/.An iterative approach is used to estimate Vp for different mesh sizes











d0=4.0e-06; ‘/.Air gap height
Pa=l; 7,Air pressure difference
MinDelta=10; '/.Minimum delta
MaxDelta=20; ‘/.Maximum delta
g=0; ‘/.Count variable for Delta
Lambda=l.5; ’/.Relaxation constant
ErrorStop=0.1; ‘/.Stopping error percent
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'/.The number of nodes along a line 
'/.including edge nodes 
'/.Initial Applied Voltage
"/.The distance between nodes
"/.This is a elliptic partial differential equation which can be solved 
'/.by Liebmann’s method incorporating Boundary Condition dw/dx=0 and w=0 


















"/.Constant for calculating capacitance




"/.Error flag indicating when the 
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D. P R O G R A M  4
j))+Const2*temp2+P); 
elseif(i==2&&j==2) “/.Top Left corner





elseif(i==2&&j==Delta-l) “/.Top Right corner
Z ( i , j)=Const4*(Const1*(templ+Z(i+2,j)+Z(i,j-2))+... 
Const2*temp2+P); 
elseif(i<Delta-l&&i>2&&j==Delta-l) */,Right Side
Z ( i, j)=Const3*(Const 1*(templ+Z(i+2,j)+Z(i,j-2)+...
Z (i-2,j))+Const2*temp2+P); 
elseif (i==Delta-l&&j==Delta-l) “/.Bottom Right corner 
Z(i,j)=Const4*(Const1*(templ+Z(i,j-2)+Z(i-2,j))+... 
Const2*temp2+P); 
elseif (j<Delta-l&&j>2&&i==Delta-l) Bottom side
Z(i,j)=Const3*(Constl*(templ+Z(i,j-2)+Z(i-2,j)+... 
Z(i,j+2))+Const2*temp2+P); 
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D. P R O G R A M  4
end
end





end %first for end 



































7.VpFlag While end 
7.end of Delta for
7.1nitialize the true length vector to ones 
7.to account for the zero at the start of 
7.each Zmax
93
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figure
plot(DeltaPlot,Vp)
title(’Pull in Voltage vs Number of Nodes’)
xlabel(’Delta’)
ylabel(’Pull in Voltage (V)’)
fprintf(’Done’)
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Program  5
“/.Program Name: clampedparallelplateXvsVnewidea0725Q3.m 
“/.Written by: James Sliepenbeek 
“/.Date: July 25, 2003.
“/.The Effect of Pressure on Pull in Voltage
“/.This program will determine the effect of air pressure on pull in voltage 





















“/.Youngs modulus for silicon GPa.
"/.Number of holes in the backplate 
“/.Poisson’s ratio 
“/.Velocity of sound m/s 
“/.radius of the vent holes originally 
“/.Back plate height, or length of vent holes 
:3 . 0e-06; “/.Thickness of Suspended/Clamped Parallel Plate 
“/,Capacitor Diaphragm 
‘/.Diameter of the Diaphragm 
“/.Density of polysilicon kg/m"3
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DensityAir=l. 21; ‘/.Density of air kg/m"3
AirGap=4. 0e-06; ‘/.The average air gap distance
sigmaR=20e06; ‘/.Residual Stress,Pa
"/.These parameters will be used to model the suspended parallel plate 
"/,microphone




BeamLSusPar=200e-06; ‘/.Length of spring
kSusPar=( (E*W*H"3)/ (BeamLSusPar"3)) ;*/.Guided spring constant




ClampedParHoleArea=rHole"2*NHoles; '/.Area of the clamped diaphragm holes 
HoleDensity=NHoles/ClampedParAreaTotal; ‘/.The hole density of the backplate 







Mr=(8*DensityAir*Diam"3) / (3*pi*sqrt (pi)); ‘/.Radiative mass due to acoustic
‘/.impedance
Mt=Mr+Mm;
‘/.Viscosity loss in the air gap
Rg=(((12*etaair*Diam"2)/ (HoleDensity*AirGap~3*pi))*((alfa/2)-((alfa"2)/... 
8)-(log(alfa)/4)-3/8));
Ca=AirGap/ (DensityAir*vsound"2*alfa~2*Diam"2); ‘/.Compliance of the air gap 
Ka=(l/Ca); ‘/.The spring constant of the air gap
Cm=(32*Diam~2) / (pi"6* (2*pi "2*D+Diam~2;tT)) ; ‘/.The compliance of the diaphragm 
Km=(l/Cm) ; ‘/.The spring constant of the diaphragm
‘/.Viscosity loss of back plate holes
Rh=(8*etaair*bphieght*Diam"2)/(pi*HoleDensity*rHole"4);
‘/.The Capacitance of A fully Clamped Parallel Plate Capacitor with no 
‘/.displacement.
COClampedPar=(epsilonO*epsilonA*(ClampedParAreaTotal))/AirGap;
‘/.Frequency estimate for clamped parallel capacitor microphone
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E. P R O G R A M  5
FreqSqrClampedPar=(1/(2*pi))*sqrt((Km+Ka)/ (ClampedParMass+Mr));
'/.Frequency estimate for a clamped parallel capacitor microphone based on 
'/.Mastrangelo paper
FreqSqrClampedParMast=sqrt((l/rho)*((D*pi"2)/Diam"4+T/(2*Diam"2))); 
'/.Frequency estimate for a suspended parallel plate capacitor microphone 
FreqSqrSuspendPar=(1/(2*pi))*sqrt((NumSprings*kSusPar)/ (ClampedParMass+... 
Mr));
'/.Design 1 corresponds to a clamped, design 2 a suspended microphone 
Design=2;
Pmax=l; '/.Set this for the max pressure applied
PNumSteps=l; '/.Set this for the number of steps











if (Design==l) '/.Clamped Plate
C= [Km -2*AirGap*Km-ForceP AirGap"2*Km+2*ForceP*AirGap -ForceP*. . . 
AirGap"2-epsilonO*epsilonA*ClampedParAreaTotal*V(n)"2/2];
end
if (Design==2) “/.Suspended Plate 
K=kSusPar;
C=[K -2*AirGap*K-ForceP AirGap"2*K+2*ForceP*AirGap -ForceP*... 
AirGap''2-epsilonO=t=epsilonA*ClampedParAreaTotal*V(n) "2/2] ;
end
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if(abs(RXClampedPar(nn,n ,2))==abs(RXClampedPar(nn, n , 3))&&flagl==0) 
Vp(nn)=V(n);















fprintf ( ’ Vp is = ° / A ■ 2f V at 704.2f Pa\nJ ,Vp(n) ,PApplied(n))
end
XOutput Section of Matlab code
fprintf('Estimated frequency for the clamped microphone %4.2f Hz\n’,...
FreqSqrClampedPar)
fprintf(...
’Estimated frequency for the suspended plate microphone 7«4.2f Hz\n’...
,FreqSqrSuspendPar)
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plot(V,AirGap-abs(RXClampedPar(n,:,1)),’b ’ ,V,AirGap-abs(RXClampedPar. . . 



















ylabel(’Electrostatic Force (N)’); 
title(’Electrostatic Force vs Volts’);
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Program  6
'/.Program Name: clampedparallelplateXvsVT072503. m 
“/.Written by: James Sliepenbeek 
'/.Date: July 25, 2003.
'/.The Effect of Residual Tension on Pull in Voltage
'/.This program will determine the effect of air pressure on pull in voltage 






















'/,Youngs modulus for silicon GPa.
'/.Number of holes in the backplate 
'/.Poisson’s ratio 
'/.Velocity of sound m/s 
'/.radius of the vent holes originally 
“/.Back plate height, or length of vent holes 
=3. 0e-06;'/.Thickness of Suspended/Clamped Parallel Plate 
'/.Capacitor Diaphragm 
'/.Diameter of the Diaphragm 
'/.Density of polysilicon kg/m~3
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DensityAir=l.21; “/,Density of air kg/m"3
AirGap=4.0e-06; /.The average air gap distance




ClampedParHoleArea=rHole~2*NHoles; /.Area of the clamped diaphragm holes 
HoleDensity=NHoles/ClampedParAreaTotal; 7oThe hole density of the backplate 
alfa=ClampedParHoleArea/ClampedParAreaTotal;7,Surface fraction occupied by
7,the holes




sigmaRMax=100e06; 7.Set this for the max stress applied
sigmaRNumSteps=3; 7.Set this for the number of steps
sigmaRStepSize=sigmaRMax/sigmaRNumSteps; 
for nn=l:sigmaRNumSteps;




D=E*ParCapDiamThickness'~3/(12* (l-mew"2) ) ; 
Mm=(pi~4*rho*(2*pi~2*D+Diam'’2*T))/(64*T);
Mr=(8*DensityAir*Diam"3)/ (3*pi*sqrt(pi)); 7,Radiative mass due to acoustic
7,impedance
Mt=Mr+Mm;
/.Viscosity loss in the air gap
Rg=(((12*etaair*Diaur2)/ (HoleDensity*AirGap~3*pi))*((alfa/2)-((alfa"2) / . . .  
8)-(log(alfa)/4)-3/8));
Ca=AirGap/(DensityAir*vsound~2*alfa~2*Diam~2); /.Compliance of the air gap 
Ka=(l/Ca); /.The spring constant of the air gap
Cm=(32*Diam''2)/ (pi"6*(2*pi~2*D+Diam"2*T) ) ;°/.The compliance of the
/.diaphragm
Km=(l/Cm); /.The spring constant of the diaphragm
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C=[Km -2*AirGap*Km-ForceP AirGap"2*Km+2*ForceP*AirGap -ForceP*...
AirGap"2-epsilonO*epsilonA*ClampedParAreaTotal*V(n) "2/2] ; 











if(abs(RXClampedPar(nn, n , 2))==abs(RXClampedPar(nn,n ,3))&&flagl==0) 
Vp(nn)=V(n);







fprintf (’Vp is = °/04.2f V at SigmaR= 7»4.2e Pa\nJ,Vp(n),sigmaR(n))
end




plot(V,AirGap-abs(RXClampedPar(n,:,1)),Jb ’,V ,AirGap-abs(RXClampedPar... 
(n,:,2)), ’ g ’ , V ,AirGap-abs(RXClampedPar(n,:,3)), ’ r ’); 
end
hold off
x l a b e K ’Volts (V) ’) 
ylabel(’Displacement (m)’);
title(’Displacement vs Volts for Various Residual Tensions1); 
axis( [0 max(max(Vp)) + l -5e-06 AirGap])
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P r o g r a m  7
'/Program Name: ClampedDesignSpace.m
'/Written by: James Sliepenbeek
'/Date: August 4th 2003.
'/MEMS Microphone Simulat ion utilizing a 2 degree of freedom model.
'/This program will explore the design space for a parallel plate








etaair=17.le-06; °/Pa-sec, air viscosity
E=1.69ell; '/Youngs modulus for silicon GPa.
mew=0.28; "/Poisson’s ratio
vsound=343; '/Velocity of sound m/s
bphieght=13.0e-06; '/Back plate height, or length of vent holes
DensitySi=2300; '/Density of Silicon
DensityAir=l.21; °/kg/m~3
rhoO=DensityAir; '/Density of air
E0=10.0; '/Applied Voltage.
fmax=30000; '/Maximum calculation frequency.
NumDiamSteps=60;
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7.The hole density of the backplate 
HoleDensity=NHoles/ClampedParAreaTotal;
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‘/Viscosity loss in the air gap
Rg=(((12*etaair*DianT2)/ (HoleDensity*davg~3*pi))*((alfa/2)-((alfa~2)/8)... 
-(log(alfa)/4)-3/8));











‘/The Capacitance of A fully Clamped Parallel Plate Capacitor with no 
‘/displacement.
COClampedPar=(epsilonO*epsilonA*ClampedParAreaTotal)/davg;
‘/Now Calculate the change in capacitance due to the displacement for 
‘/the Capacitor.
‘/Pull in Voltage Estimate
Vpldeal=sqrt((8*Km*davg~3)/(27*epsilonO*ClampedParAreaTotal)); 
VpIdeal=VpIdeal*0.8; ‘/Expected to be 20‘/» less from model 
‘/Effective Electrostatic Pressure, assuming 50°/ airgap displacement. 
Fen=(epsilonO*epsilonA*ClampedParAreaTotal*(Vpldeal)"2)/(davg*.05)"2; 
Pt=(Fen+ForceClampedPar)/ClampedParAreaTotal;
‘/Estimation of Maximum Stress.
SigmaBend=l. 47* ( (Pt“2*Diam"'2*E) /ParCapDiamThickness''2) ~ (1/3) ;
TotalStress=SigmaBend+sigmaR;
if(TotalStress<l.2e09)







‘/Check to see if the resonant freq ftest. 
if(FreqClampedPar>=Ftest&&FreqClampedPar<Fmax); 
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s=j*omega(m);
'/Radiative resistance for the air in contact with the vibrating diaphragm. 
Rrl=(DensityAir* (Diam) ~4*omega(m) ~2)/(2*pi*vsound) ;
Rr=Rrl;






































fprintf (’MaxM= '/. 3e (V/Pa) at MaxF= '/. 3e (Hz) ’ ,MaxM,MaxFreq)
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fprintf (5with Diam= %.2e rHoles= */,.3e 5 ,DMax3rHolesMax) 
fprintf (,NumHoles= %. 3i t= 7,.le davg = 7.. 3e\n ’, NumHolesMax, tMax, davgMax) 
fprintf (’ sigmaRMax= 7» • 3e MPa Cmax= 7. • 3d (F) 5, sigmaRMax, CMax) 
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Program  8
“/.Program: susparallelplatel024Q2 .m 
‘/.Written by: James Sliepenbeek 
“/.Date: Sept 2nd 2002.
“/.This capacitive microphone consists of a parallel plate type of capacitor 
‘/.in which the distance between the plates changes due to air pressure. It 














“/.Pa-sec, air viscosity 
“/.Youngs modulus for silicon GPa. 












‘/.Number of vent holes in the backplate 
‘/.Radius of the vent holes 
‘/.Poisson’ s ratio
108
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davg=5. 0e-06; ‘/.Air gap distance
vsound=343; ‘/.Velocity of sound m/s
bphieght=13. 0e-06; ‘/Back plate height, or lenght of vent holes
Plate Capacitor Diaphragm.




‘/For a Suspended Parallel Plate Capacitor.
SusParAreaTotal=DianT2;
SusParHoleArea=rHole~2*NHoles; '/.Area of the clamped diaphram holes
HoleDensity=NHoles/SusParAreaTotal; ‘/The hole density of the backplate










‘/Radiative mass due to acoustic impedance 
Mr=(8*rowO*Diam"3)/ (3*pi*sqrt(pi));
Mt=Mr+Ms+SusParMass;
‘/Viscosity loss in the air gap
Rg= ((12*etaair*Dianr2)/ (HoleDensity*davg~3*pi))* ((alfa/2) -((alfa~2)/8) . . . 
-(log(alfa)/4)-3/8);
‘/Compliance of the air gap 
Ca=davg/(row0*vsound~2*alf a~2*Diaiir2);
Ka=(l/Ca); ‘/.Equivalent Spring constant
‘/.Viscosity loss of back plate holes
Rh=((8*etaair*bphieght*Diam"2)/(pi*HoleDensity*rHole~4)); 
ForceSusPar=PApplied*SusParAreaTotal;
kSusPar=( (E*W*H~3)/(BeamLSusPar''3)); ‘/.Guided Cantalever beam
OmeganSusPar=sqrt((kSusPar*NumSprings)/Mt);
FreqSusPar=(l/(2*pi)) *OmeganSusPar; ‘/.Estimated frequency response
109
/Thickness of Suspended Parallel 
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’/.The Capacitance of Suspended Parallel Plate Capacitor with no 
’/.displacement.
COSusPar=(epsilonO*epsilonA*SusParAreaTotal)/davg;
’/.The ideal pull in voltage
Vpldeal=sqrt((8*kSusPar*NumSprings*davg~3)/(27*... 
epsilonO*SusParAreaTotal))*0.80;'/,207, less expected.


















MSusParnew (m) =Va- ((davg-abs (XSusPar (m))) / davg) *Va; ’/.Sensitivity.
if(m>l)






fprintf (’ COSusPar = ’/.. 3e F\n’.COSusPar) 
fprintf (’Estimated Res Freq = °/,4.2f Hz\n’ ,FreqSusPar) 
fprintf (’ Actual Res Freq = ’/,. 3e Hz\n’ ,FreqResActSusPar) 
fprintf (’ Vp ideal = ’/,. 3d\n’, Vpldeal)
’/.Sensitivity at 1000Hz, note: 100=1000.
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Program  9
'/Program: SuspendedCapDesignSpace.m 
'/Written by: James Sliepenbeek 
'/Date: April 16th 2002.





”/,Calculate the capacitance of the mems microphones 
epsilon0=8.854e-12;
epsilonR=7.5; */,SiN dielectric
epsilonA=l .0; '/.Air dielectric
etaair=17.le-06; '/.Pa-sec, air viscosity
E=1.69ell; '/Youngs modulus for silicon GPa.
PApplied=l; ’/Applied Pressure 1 Pa.
'/The number of springs used to support the diaphrams this is fixed for the 
'/design space.
NumSprings=4;
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“/.Spring hieght or thickness of the springs
“/.Length of modified parallel plate SusPar 
“/.Capacitor microphone otherwise know as the 
“/.thickness.






“/.Stiffening mass, a square ring top only 
sw=5e-06;
113
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NHoles=StartNumHoles*f; ‘/Number of holes in the backplate 
for g=l:NumrHoleSteps
rHole=g*StartrHoles; ‘/.radius of the vent holes
kSusPar= (E*W*H~3)/ (BeamLSusPar~3) ; ‘/.Guided cantilever beams
OmeganSusPar=sqrt((kSusPar*NumSprings)/Mt);
‘/.The estimated resonant frequency of the microphone 
FreqSusPar=(1/(2*pi))*OmeganSusPar;
‘/.Test to see if the hole area is less than 25’/. the size of the microphone 
if(NHoles*pi*rHole''2<0.25*Diam~2&FreqSusPar>=10e03&BeamLSusPar<Diam)
SusParHoleArea=rHole~2*NHoles; ’/.Area of the clamped diaphram holes 
7,Surf ace fraction occupied by the holes 
alfa=SusParHoleArea/SusParAreaTotal;




’/.The Capacitance of Suspended Parallel Plate Capacitor with no 
‘/.displacement.
COSusPar=(epsilonO*epsilonA*SusParAreaTotal)/davg; 
if (C0SusPar>=10e-12) ‘/.Check for sufficient capacitance.
VpIdeal=sqrt((8*kSusPar*NumSprings*davg~3)/(27*epsilonO*...
SusParAreaTotal))* 0 . 8 0 ;  ‘/.Expected to be 20°/. less.
Ka=(davg/(rho0*vsound~2*alfa~2*DianT2))~-l; ’/.Compliance of the air gap 
Rg=(((12*etaair*Diam~2)/(HoleDensity*davg"3*pi))*((alfa/2)-...
((alf a“2)/8)-(log(alfa)/4)-3/8)); ’/.Viscosity loss in the air gap 
’/,Viscosity loss of back plate holes 
Rh=(8*etaair*bphieght*Diam~2)/(pi*HoleDensity*rHole''4); 




(l/(((Rg+Rh)* s ) '‘-l+Ka"-!))) ;
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Va=VpIdeal*.90; %107» less for linearity.
else
Va=10.0*0.90; "/.Also 10 ’/, less for linearity.
end




















end */,End of if capacitance check 
end









fprintf (’Range for Spring Length '/,. 3e to % . 3e (m)\n’ ,StartL, . . .
NumLSteps*StartL)
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fprintf(’Range for Spring Width %.3e to %.3e (m)\n’, StartW,... 
NumWSteps*StartW)
fprintf (’Range for Spring Hieght %.3e to 7 , . 3e (m)\n’ .StartH, . . . 
NumHSteps*StartH)
fprintf (’Range for Diaphram thickness 7,.3e to %.3e (m)\n’ ,Startt, . . . 
NumtSteps*Startt)
fprintf (’Range for Diamater 7,.3e to 7« • 3e (m)\n’ ,StartDiam, . . .
NumDiamSteps*StartDiam)
fprintf (’Range for the number of holes 7..3d to 7».3d\n’ 5StartNumHoles, . . . 
NumHolesSteps*StartNumHoles)
fprintf (’Range for the radius of the holes 7».3e to 7»• 3e (m)\n’, . . . 
StartrHoles,NumrHoleSteps*StartrHoles)
fprintf (’MaxM= 7.. 3e (V/Pa) at MaxF= 7. • 3e (Hz)\n’,MaxM,MaxFreq) 
fprintf (’L= 7 , . le W= 7«-le H= 7.. le t= %• le Diam= 7«.2e\n’,LMax,WMax,. . .
HMax,tMax,DMax)
fprintf (’NumHoles= 7»• 3d rHoles= 7.• le Maxdavg= %.3e\n’ ,NHolesMax, . . . 
rHolesMax,davgMax)
fprintf (,MaxStress= 7.• 3e (Pa) C0SusPar= 7..3e (F) ’ ,MaxStress,CMax) 
fprintf (’Vp Ideal = 7»2.2f (V)\n’.VpIdealMax) 
fprintf(’done’)
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A ppendix J
Program  10
“/Program name: modcapcircularrings2.m 
“/Written by: James Sliepenbeek 
“/Date: August 8th, 2003
“/This program will explore the behaviour of a cylindrical capacitor 
'/that consists of a series of rings supported by 3 springs.
'/This microphone does not have vent holes in the backplate since 
“/the back plate only exists under each ring. The only soure of dampening 
“/is electrostatic forces viscosity loss in the air gap and Couette type 













“/Pa-sec, air viscosity 
“/Youngs modulus for silicon GPa. 
“/Applied Pressure 1 Pa.
“/Average atmospheric pressure
NumSprings=3; ‘/The number of springs used to support the diaphrams.
BeamLCylRing=200e-06; “/Spring beam length
W=10.0e-06; “/Spring width.
H=5.0e-Q6; ‘/Spring hieght
CapLength=l. 0e-06; “/Length of CylRing Capacitor.
condwidth=l.0e-06; “/The stationary electrode
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J. P R O G R A M  10
movcondwidth=35. 0e-06; '/.The conducting electrode part of the microphone











Maxnumrings=round( (Diam/2) / (movcondwidth+2*airgapwidth+2*dielwidth+. . . 
condwidth))
'/.For a CylRing Capacitor.












'/.The Capacitance of the CylRing Capacitor with no displacement. 
CylRingC0=0;
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7»The capacitance of a equivalent square capacitor, for comparision,
7,assuming an air gap or 3um.
CSquare=epsilonO*DianT2/davg;

















7oAirgap spring constant 
Ka=bairgap*omegac;
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fprintf (’CylRingCO = "/,.3e F\n",CylRingCO) 
fprintf (" CSquaxe Equivalent = '/,. 3e F\n’ ,CSquare) 
fprintf(’Estimated Res Freq = % .3e Hz\n}.FreqCylRing) 
fprintf ("Actual Res Freq = */,. 3e Hz\n’ ,FreqResAct) 
fprintf("Beam Length = %.3e m\n",BeamLCyIRing)
fprintf ("MCylRing = .3e V/Pa at lkHz\n" ,MCylRing(round(1000/FreqRes)))
fprintf ("max MCylRing = "/,. 3e V/Pa\n" , max (MCylRing))
fprintf("RCouetteCylRing = %d\n",RCouetteCylRing)
fprintf ("CCriticalCylRing = °/0d\n" ,CCriticalCylRing) ;
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Appendix K
Program  11
'/.Program Name: modparallelcircularringsdesignspace2.m 
'/.Written by: James Sliepenbeek 
'/.Date: August 13th, 2003.
'/.This program will explore the design space of a cylindrical capacitor 
'/.that consists of a series of rings supported by 3 springs.
'/.This microphone does not have vent holes in the back plate since 
'/.the back plate only exists under each ring. The only soure of dampening 
'/.is electrostatic forces, viscosity loss in the air gap and Couette type 
'/.dampening. There is a squeeze film between the rings and the back plate. 



















'/.Pa-sec, air viscosity 
'/.Youngs modulus for silicon GPa.
‘/.Applied Pressure 1 Pa.
'/.Average atmospheric pressure
'/.The number of springs used to support the
°/.kg/m~3
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'/.The conducting electrode part of the microphone capacitance that is 
/.displaced by the sound wave 
movcondwidth=0.5e-06*e+StartMovCondWidth; 
for a=0:NumDiamSteps





'/.For a CylRing Capacitor.
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H=StartH+d*0. 5e-06; “/Spring hieght or thickness of the springs
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K. P R O G R A M  11
kCylRing=(E*W*H~3) /(BeamLCylRing~3) ; ’/.Guided cantaliver beam
OmeganCylRing=sqrt((kCylRing*NumSprings)/Mt);
FreqCylRing=(1/(2*pi))*OmeganCylRing;
’/.Now Calculate the change in capacitance due to the displacement for the 
’/,CylRing Capacitor.





































fprintf (JBest MaxM= ’/.. 3e (V/Pa) at MaxF= ’/,. 3e (Hz) with L= ’/,. le ’ , . . .
MaxM,MaxFreq.LMax)
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K. P R O G R A M  11
fprintf (’ W= %. le H= */, .le CapLength= %. le D= %.2e MovCondWidth= 7,. 3e ’,
WMax,HMax,CLMax,DMax,CondMax)
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